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ABSTRACT 

The inves~gation of a technique for protecting a downstream drinking water well from 

nitrate contamination of groundwater is presented. A recirculating nitrate treatment well 

system is proposed in which groundwater is drawn into the well, denitrified in the 

treatment chamber, and returned to the top of the aquifer. Well hydraulics were 

experimentally examined in a two-dimensional aquifer model, and ambient groundwater 

velocities of 1 to 3 m/day were simulated in combination with well recirculation rates of 25 

to 200 ml/min. An on-line feed control system was developed for testing the treatment 

barrier associated with well recirculation and biological denitrification. The impacts of 

carbon feed, groundwater flow, nitrate loading, and well recirculation on the performance 

of system operation were also investigated. 

Hydraulic problems identified with experimental apparatus included blow-through of 

contaminant at the well intake by high ambient groundwater velocities and submergence by 

the well hydraulics of depth-distributed contaminant plumes without interception. The 

problems associated with biological denitrification were found to be possible permeability 

loss by screen fouling and blinding of soil pores by overfeed of carbon. These identified 

problems were corrected by maintaining a greater well recirculation rate and adjusting 

carbon feed at stoichiometric ratio of nitrate load to the well. 

This study has demonstrated that the recirculating nitrate treatment well system may be 

a feasible process for protecting drinking water wells from groundwater contamination in a 

sandy unconfmed aquifer. Experimental results provide guidance in identifying 

parameters that could possibly affect the performance of the treatment system. On the basis 

of experimental results, the procedures of system design were also developed for 

evaluating the feasibility of the proposed methodology. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

BACKGROUND 

Groundwater is one of the most precious natural resources in the United States. It 

has been estimated that approximately 1 00 million people, about fifty percent of the total 

U.S. population, and ninety percent of those who live in rural areas, are dependent on 

groundwater for drinking proposes (Bitton and Gerba, 1984). However, nitrate 

contaminants from natural and man made sources are causing an ever more increasing 

decline in the quality of this resource. According to the U. S. Environmental Protection 

Agency, approximately 5% of both public and private drinking water wells in the United 

States exceed the USEP A maximum nitrate contaminant limit in drinking water (USEP A, 

1990). In some areas, 20% of drinking wells tested showed excessive levels of nitrates 

ranging up to 20 times the recommended limit (Anderson, 1987). High nitrate 

concentration in drinking water has been recognized as causing certain health problems 

such as gastric cancer (Fraser and Chilvers, 1981), stomach cancer (Hillet et al., 1973), 

birth defects (Dorsch, et al., 1984), nitrate poisoning of infants (infant cyanosis or 

methemoglobinemia, a potentially fatal disease of infants) (Super et al., 1981). In order to 

protect public health, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has established a 

drinking water standard of maximi.un contaminant level of 10 mg per liter as nitrogen or 
' 

45 mg per liter as nitrate. 

The major sources of nitrates in groundwater come from: eflluent from septic 

tanks, leaky sewer lines, artificial fertilizers, geological deposits of nitrate salts, farm animal 
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waste, and waste watet; disposal. Among these sources, artificial fertilizer is the most 

common nitrate source found in groundwater contamination (Bourchard eta!., 1992). Due 

to the prevalence of potential sources, nitrate is becoming one of the most commonly 

identified groundwater contaminants (Spalding and Exner, 1993). This is particularly true 

of the unconfined aquifer in agricultural areas. Shallow drinking wells, especially those in 

the alluvial aquifer, are more easily contaminated with nitrogen fertilizers. These wells may 

pose a major health risk to those who live in rural areas and use groundwater for drinking. 

Nitrate is a very mobile species in groundwater. It does not adsorb on soil. Once 

nitrate enters an aquifer, it remains in the groundwater unless it is removed or transformed 

by biological denitrification processes (Smith and J. Duff, 1988). Firestone {1982) gave the 

four general requirements for denitrification: (I) nitrate or nitrite as terminal electron 

acceptors; {2) the presence of suitable denitrifying bacteria; {3) suitable electron donors; 

and (4) anaerobic conditions or restricted oxygen availability. These conditions, however, 

are rarely met in a natural environment for many aquifers. Thurman (1985) has surveyed 

one hundred groundwater aquifers in the U.S.A and reported that the average disSolved 
. 

organic carbon (DOC) was only 0. 7 mg/l for the sandstone, limestone, sand and gravel 

aquifers. The content of organic carbon is not enough to removal high nitrate level. A 

study by Foster eta!. (1985) also gave the same conclusion that if the concentration of 

N03-N in the groundwater exceeds the concentration of DOC in the groundwater, some 

nitrate will still be left in aquifer. 

The natural rate of denitrification is not sufficient to remove the high concentration 

of nitrate due to the limits of the available organic carbon in the many aquifers. An artificial 

treatment method is required to remove nitrate from the groundwater. Nitrate in the 

groundwater can be removed by a physical and /or chemical method (such as an ion 

exchange, a membrane separation, and an electrodialysis) and by a biological method (such 

as denitrification) (Hamon and Fustec, 1991). 
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The main advantages for using physical-chemical processes are that these processes 

are simple and time required to remove nitrate is shorter. However, these processes only 

separate nitrate from one liquid phase to another liquid phase. The further treatment or 

disposal of the byproducts needs for these processes. The biological process, on the other 

hand, transforms nitrate to nitrogen gas by denitrifying bacteria. The by-products of this 

biochemical reaction are simple carbon dioxide and water. Thus, the biological process 

appears to be more economical than physical-chemical process because this process does 

not need disposal ofbyproduct. 

Many researchers (Kruithof et al., 1985, Mercado et al., 1988) have studied the use 

of an underground denitrification technique to remove nitrate from groundwater. They 

injected organic carbon into the aquifer by a recharge well and pumped treated water from 

a pump well. They found this method can remove up to SO% of the nitrate from the raw 

groundwater. Furthermore, this method is independent of any seasonal temperature 

variations. The disadvantage of this underground process is the clogging of the aquifer 

pore spaces with gaseous products of aquifer and dead biological matter. Kruithof et. al. 

(1985) concluded from the field experiment that the underground denitrification methods 

offer some potential, but, in practice, they will be dependent on the prevention of the 

clogging problems. 

PROPOSED TREATMENT SYSTEM SCHEME 

A new treatment system, called the "Recirculating Groundwater Remediation Well 

(RGRW) System", is proposed to protect the drinking water wells from migrating nitrate 

contamination. The system consists of one or more large diameter treatment wells that 

have two screen sections. The nitrate contaminated groundwater is brought into the lower 

screen section of the treatment well by a pump. In the well, which itself is used as a 

bioreactor for denitrification, anoxic condition is maintained and soluble organic chemicals 
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are supplied into the well as an acceptable electron donor and energy source for 

denitrifying bacteria. The denitrified water is reinjected into the aquifer from the upper 

screen section of the well, thereby inducing a vertical circulating flow near the well that will 

create a hydraulic barrier to stop the nitrate contaminated groundwater from reaching the 

downstream drinking water well. A scheme of the proposed system is shown in Figure I 

OBJECTIVES 

The objectives of this research are as following: 

(1) Develop a numerical model to help design and operation of the recirculating nitrate 

treatment well system; 

(2) Evaluate the model by comparison of simulated results with analytic solutions and 

experimental data; 

(3) Determine the critical factors which may affect the design and operation of the 

treatment well; and 

(4) Use the models to evaluate the overall performance of the recirculating rlitrate 

treatment well system. 

To achieve these objectives, the problems will be studied in three categ9ries: 

(1) Hydraulic behavior of flow pattern surrounding the groundwater recirculating treatment 

well with and without (negligible) natural groundwater; 

(2) Nitrate transport under different operation conditions of the treatment well; and ... 
(3) Microbial denitrification in the aquifer near the outside of the treatment well as well as 

within the treatment well. 
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Figure 1. Schematic of a recirculating groundwater remediation well system. 
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CHAPTERD 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

BRIEF REVIEW OF DENITRIFICATION 

Denitrification is a biological process in which nitrate and nitrite are reduced to 

nitrogen gas. There are two types of enzyme systems involved with the reduction ofN03-

N: assimilatory and dissimilatory. Assimilatory nitrate reduction converts nitrate into 

ammonia; ammonia is then used by the cells in biosynthesis. If ammonia is already present, 

the assimilation of nitrate need not occur to satisfy cell requirement (Grady and Lim, 

1980). Dissimilatory nitrate reduction or denitrification involves the conversion of nitrate 

nitrogen, N03-N to a gaseous nitrogen species. If methanol is used as an electron donor, 

denitrification can be represented as a two-step process as shown in equations (2-1) and 

(2-2) (Polprasert and Park, 1986). 

The first step is the conversion of nitrate to nitrite. 

(2-1) 

The second step involves the reduction of nitrite to nitrogen gas: 

(2-2) 

The overall transformation is obtained by combing equations (2-1) and (2-2) as 

(2-3) 
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Equation (2-3) can be split into the following reduction half-reaction (equation (2-

4)) and oxidation half-reaction (equation (2-5)) as 

(2-4) 

(2-5) 

. 
It is clear from equations (2-4) and (2-5) that nitrate gains electrons and is reduced 

to nitrate gas and the carbon source loses electrons and is oxidized to carbon dioxide. 

Therefore, nitrate is the electron acceptor and the carbon source is the electron donor. 

A typical synthesis denitrification can be written as (McCarty et a!, 1969) 

Based on the laboratory studies, 25 to 30 percent of the amount of methanol that is 

required for energy is needed for synthesis. McCarty et al. (1969) gave the following 

empirical equation to describe the overall nitrate removal reaction. 

NO;+ 1.08CHpH +H+ => 0.065CsH,qN +0.47N2 +2.44HP+0.76CO; (2-7) 

If ethanol is used as a carbon source for denitrification, the similar stoichiometric 

relationship can be written as 

Assimilation reaction 

(2-8) 
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Dissimilation reaction 

{2-9) 

In nature, soil and sediments contain about 108 to 1010 total bacteria per gram of 

dry solids (Alexander, 1977). The bacterium capable of denitrification range from a fraction 

of a percent to 95 percent of the total population, depending on the 0 2, carbon, N03, and 

the levels of the soil (Focht and Verstraete, 1977). Generally, the bacteria responsible for 

denitrification are facultative capable of utilizing nitrate nitrogen (N03-N) as a terminal 

electron acceptor for microbial respiration when molecular oxygen(02) is not present. 

Denitrifying genera can be catalogued as heterotrophs (that use the organic energy source 

as a source for cellular) and autotrophs (that obtain carbon from inorganic carbon dioxide 

as a source for cellular carbon). Payne (1977) lists 15 denitrifying genera inc!uding 

Achromobacter, Aerobacter, Alcaligenes, Bacillus, Brevibacterium, Flavobacterium, 

Lactobacillus, Micrococcus, Proteus, Pseudomonas, and Spirillum, et al. Most ot these 

denitrifYing genera are heterotrophic and facultative anaerobes (Payne, 1981). 

Many environmental factors have a significant effect on the rate of denitrified 

growth and nitrate removal. The most important of these factors include carbon source, 

oxygen, temperature, pH, et al. 

The availability of organic carbon compounds is one of most important factors 
. ~ 

which affects the rate of nitrate reduction in the groundwater. Many laboratory and field 

data (Smith and Duff, 1988, Bradley et al, 1992) have clearly shown that there is a 

significant relationship between the denitrifYing activity and the organic carbon content: if 

the organic carbon level is below a certain level, the denitrifYing activity will cease. Dahab 

and Lee {1988) have reported that when using methanol as carbon source to complete 

denitrification, the most favorable ratio of carbon to nitrate nitrogen is 1.5 to 2. If using 
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ethanol as a carbon source, the optimum ratio of CIN was found to be 1.25 in soil column 

studies (Hamon and Fustec, 1991). The denitritying activity is also related to the types of 

organic carbon. It has been noted that different organic compounds which support equal 

rates of denitrification may give different mole fractions of N20 in the products. This 

suggests that there may exert differential effects on the reductass involved (Knowles, 

1982). 

Because nitrate reduction serves as an alternative means of microbial respiration, 

there has been considerable interest in the influence of oxygen upon the responsible enzyme 

system. Studies by Payne {1973) indicated that when N03 is used as the terminal electron 

acceptor, the energy yield per mole of organic material respired is approximately 60% of 

that- yield under 0 2 as the terminal electron acceptor. Therefore the use of oxygen as the 

final electron acceptor is more energetically favored than the use of nitrate in 

denitrification. In the saturated zone, bacteria will first use Oz to oxidize organic· ~n 

until the oxygen supplies become limiting, then the bacteria switches to use N03 as the 

electron acceptor. Decreasing the 02 concentration results in an increase of' N03 

reduction. Misra et at (1974) showed that the reduction rate of a N03 increased I 0 times 

while the gaseous Oz concentration decreased from 200/o to O.S%. 

Temperature is also very important factor for assessing the overall efficiency of the 

denitrification process. It can exert an effect upon the biological system in two ways: by 

affecting the rates of enzymatically catalyzed reactions and by affecting the rate of diffusion 
. ~ 

of substrates to the cell. For denitrification, the favored temperature ranges from S°C to 3S 

°C. In the low-temperature range, soil denitrification decreases greatly, but is, nevertheless, 

measurable even at 0 to soc (Bailey and Beauchamp, 1973). Misra et at. {1974) observed 

that the first-order constant for-N03 reduction changes from 0.0016 hJl at 19.S°C to 

0.03S hJl at 34.5°C. Tchobanglous and Burton (1991) suggested that quantifYing 

temperature effects can be expressed as K1 = K .. tJr.-r.>, where K1 and Ko are the reaction 
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rate coefficients at temperatures T1 and Tz, respectively, and e is the thermal coefficient. 

For most biochemical operations Tz is chosen as 20°C. Novak (1974) has proposed 

another equation to account for the effects of temperature. It can be written as: 

K
1 

==K
0
elc<r.-r,)J, where cis the temperature coefficient. 

pH is another important factor in denitrification. The highest denitrification rate is 

within the range of7.0 to 8.0 (Parker eta!, 1975). Klemrdtsson eta!. (1977) noted that in 

the acid peat, the low pH of 3. 5 can be a factor which prevents the occurrence of 

denitrification. 

Some nutrients such as P, S, K, Ma, Ca are also important requirements for 

denitrifying bacteria growth. Spector (1956) suggested that the average favorable ratio of 

C:N:P:S for cellular composition is 100:20:4:1. Study by Champ et a!. (1979) indicated 

that most groundwater contains adequate concentrations of the necessary nutrients to 

support biosynthesis. 

REVIEW OF NITRATE TRANSPORT MODELS 

Understanding the movement of nitrate in the aquifer and predicting the 

concentration of nitrate at a water. supply well are essential for managing the potential of 

nitrate pollution of groundwater. Most theoretical descriptions of the N03 transport in 

porous media are based on the convection- diffusive equation with a reaction term. 

(2-10) 

where N is the concentration of N03 in the groundwater, D is the dispersion 

concentration, Vis the average pore water velocity, and F (N, C, X, t) is the reaction term. 

In formulating the reaction term, one must consider the rate of nitrate reduction as 

a function of the N03 concentration (electron acceptor), available organic matter (electron 
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donor) and environmental conditions, such as temperature, pH, dissolved oxygen and 

bacterial population. 

Early researchers (Broadbent and Clark, 1965, Focht, 1974) assumed that the rate 

ofN03 reduction is independent ofN03 concentration and the rate ofN03 reduction can 

be considered a zero-order or first-order reaction. Starr and Parlange (1976) analyzed their 

steady-state column experiment data and showed that some of those data can be explained 

by zero-order kinetics. Reddy et at. (1978) also found that N03 reduction followed zero

order kinetics in fifteen flooded-soils amended with 0.5% rice straw and 100 ppm N03-N. 

Kanwar et a!. (1980) used a zero-order miscible displacement model to describe N03 

reduction and observed reasonable agreement between predicted and experimental 

breakthrough curves and the N03 concentration profile in the column. Other researchers 

(Bouldin eta!. 1974, Stanford eta!., 1975), however, measured N03 reduction and found 

that the N03 loss rate from denitrification was best described by first-order kinetics. Cho 

(1971), Misra et a!. (1974), used the Laplace transform technique to solve convection-

dispersion equation with a first-order reaction term. The analytic solutions were obtained 

by assuming homogeneous soil system subject to one-dimensional steady state flow 

regimes. 

Later researchers (Betlach and Tiedie, 1981, McConnaughey, 1981) found use of 

simple terms is justified only if during the whole of transport process concentrations stay 

within the certain ranges. Denitrification rate is a zero-order at high N03 concentration 

(unlimited uptake) and is a first-order at low concentration (Nitrate limitation). A more 

elaborate model was presented by Cho and Mills(l979) in which a nonlinear Monod-type 

kinetic term is used to describe a single species reactive nitrate transport in a porous media. 

The specific growth rate can be written as 

(2-11) 
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where Jlmax is the maximum specific growth rate, (Iff), N is the concentration of nitrate 

(M!L3). Kn is the saturation constant (M!L3), which is defined as the nitrate concentration 

at which the specific growth rate is equal to half of the maximum growth rate. 

A single species Monod-model does not consider carbon effects and may be 

suitable in some special field or laboratory cases but not in general cases. Burford and 

Bremner (1975) measured the N03 reduction rate and found the rate ofN03 reduction in 

the porous media not only depends on the N03 concentration, but also on the availability 

of oxidizable carbon compounds. There was a good correlation between denitrification rate 

and available carbon compounds. Their experimental data support their conclusion that 

N03 reduction under anaerobic condition was largely controlled by the availability of 

readily decomposible carbon compound. Several forms have been proposed to describe 

more than one substrate or nutrient substrate limited cases. Roels (1983) suggested the 

following form to represent reaction term: 

1 ( . [ J.JmcC ] [ J.J""'N ]) 
rN = YN nun Kc + C ; K. + N 

(2-12) 

where Jlmc and Jlmn are maximum specific growth rates applying to carbon and nitrate 

respectively. Kc and Kn are the saturation constants for carbon and nitrate respectively. 

The dual-Monod model is a more often used form which successfully describes 

microbial growth as simultaneously limited by both carbon and nitrate substrates. The 

model can be expressed as (Widdowson et al., 1988, Lindstrom, 1992) 

(2-13) 
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In the past few years a more sophisticated model has been published that 

incorporate microbial growth, the transport of organic carbon and nitrate (e.g., 

MacQuareie et al., 1990, Widdowson et al., 1988 and Kinzelbach and Schaffr, 1991). 

These models are able to describe the interactive transport of organic carbon (electron 

donor), nitrate (electron acceptor) and microbial mass in the water phase and biological 

phase of microorganisms, including the possibility of the diffusion-limited exchange 

processes between the mobile pore water and bacteria. The model proposed by 

Widdowson et al. (1988) is based on the microcolony concept that assumes small isolated 

colonies of microbes have the form of a cylindriary plate which attached to the surface of 

the aquifer sediments. There is a diffusion boundary layer to separate the pore buck liquid 

from the colony surface. Generally, the boundary layer diffusion process is rapid compared 

to concentration changes in the bulk fluid. Therefore, it is assumed pseudo steady state 

conditions across the boundary layer. The model takes into account the kinetic of substrate 

and nitrate transport from the water phase to the microcolonies. 

All of the above models provide insight into the details of the biochemistry of the 

sequential nitrate reduction in the aquifer. However, these models consider only natural 

denitrification in the aquifer and do not include the effects of the artificial treatment 

reactor. The models can not be directly used to design the recirculating groundwater 

nitrate treatment well system. One of the objectives ofthis dissertation will be to develop a 

model which more realistically describes denitrification in the aquifer as well as in the 

treatment reactor and will help us to design and operate the treatment well system. 
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One of the important considerations in the design and operation of a Recirculating 

Groundwater Remediation Well (RGRW) system is its hydraulic characteristics, which 

include flow patterns and capture zones. A capture zone is defined as the area surrounding 

a well in which all the water will be removed by the well in a certain period of time. 

Traditional two dimensional capture models for the analysis and the design of pump system 

are not suitable to analyze the RGRW system because those models are based on Dupuit's 

assumption, i.e., the vertical flow is negligible (Bear and Jacobs 1965, Javandel and Tsang, 

1986, Lee and Wtlson, 1986). In the presence of natural groundwater flow, the flow 

pattern of RGRW is three dimensional and there is no radial symmetry around the well 

axis. To solve these complex flow patters, a three-dimensional capture model is necessary 

to develop for analysis of the vertical flow patterns around the wells. Recently, Herrling et 

al. (1991) used the Galerkin finite element method to solve the three-dimensional flow 

patterns around the vertical circulation well in the confined aquifer with a regional flow 

gradient. Philip and Walter (1992) employed the linear superposition method to solve the 

flow field in the confined aquifer. Both of those models are suitable for a confined aquifer. 

In practice, flow in unconfined aquifers may more often be encountered in potential waste 

sites. Therefore, developing a three-dimensional model for calculating vertical recirculation 

flow patterns in unconfined aquifers is necessary. 
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MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS 

Governing Flow Equation 

An unconfined aquifer of infinite lateral extent resting on an impermeable 

horizontal layer is illustrated in Figure 2. It is assumed that: 

(I) The aquifer is an unconfined aquifer with a Constant thickness; 

(2) The aquifer is homogeneous, isotropic, and infinite in horizontal extent; 

(3) The elastic property of the medium and the temporal variability of the 
piezometric head are negligible; 

( 4) Natural groundwater flow is a constant and uniform; 

(5) Pumping rate is constant; and 

( 6) Drawdown at the well is much smaller than the thickness of the aquifer and the 

hydraulic head. 

The governing flow equation may be stated by substituting Darcy's Law into the 

conservation of mass equation in a radial coordinate system. 

(3-1) 

where cl> is the piezometric head, r is the radial distance from the pumping well, and z is the 

vertical coordinate. The boundary and initial conditions of the equation are given as 

following: 

at the water table (3-2) 

at the water table (3-3) 



_____ yyater Table 

Water Table at t = QA~ t 
well 

(Xi, Yi,Zil 

d 

Zi 

Figure 2. Schematic of a partially penetrating recirculating well m an unconfined 

aquifer. 
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&;{r,z = O,t) ____:_.:..._ _ __:__;_ = 0 
oz at the impervious aquifer bottom (3-4) 

s(r = oo,z,t) = 0 ~r~oo 0-5) 

s(r,z,t=O)=O at t = 0 (3-6) 

lim(-2dc(2/i) 09) = Q 
r~O iT along the z;.-li < z < zi +li (3-7) 

where £ is the porosity; K is the hydraulic conductivity of the isotropic aquifer; s is the 

drawdown; d is the aquifer depth; 2L is the length of the screened interval of the well; Zj is 

the depth of the center of the well screened interval; Q is the discharge; and tis the time. 

It is quite difficult to obtain an analytic solution ofthe equation (3-1) satisfying the 

given boundary conditions in terms of the head cj> as a function of r, z, t and d because the 

boundary condition along a free surface is nonlinear and is posed on the unknown water 

table. Dagan (1966) used small perturbation technique to solve this problem by assuming 

that the drawdown at the well is much smaller than the thickness of the aquifer and that the 

hydraulic head can be expressed as a small perturbation expansion cj>=cj>0 +Ocj> 1 +&2cj>2+··· 

where o = Q/ Kd 2 is a small parameter. This technique may lead to the first order 

linearized approximation of the water table. Then the Green function was used to solve the 

linearized equation. The solution of equation (3-1) is given as (Dagan, 1966) 
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Q 
¢ = 4.11" K 

(3-8) 

where J0 is zero order Bessel's function. This solution is valid in the vicinity of as well as at 

large distances from the well (Dagan, 1966). 

Hydraulic Head Caused by a Well with a Finite Length Screen 

Considering a well with a screen of finite length 2L partially penetrating ·a very 

thick homogenous isotropic aquifer, we assume that the discharge Qi is uniformly 

distributed along the well screen, so that the strength of an elementary line sink ef t}le 

length ~ is dQi =(Qj/21~. Then 

1 1 

[ 2]~ + [ 2_._f )2]x _ r/+(z+z;+4) 'i ~Z-Z;-4 
JKtanh..t

1 

coshA.(1~)coshA.(1~)e &d ( .) 
200 d d Tj 

--1 J A.- dA. 
d 0 sinhA.coshA. 0 d 

(3-9) 

coe- coshA. d cosh d ( r.) A. (z;+4) (k) } 

~ 1 J 0 A.-L dA. d~ 
d 0 sinhA. d 

--------------------
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By integrating along the segment (-li < I; <+li) of the well, and transforming to 

Cartesian coordinates, we can obtain the hydraulic head caused for a well with a finite 

length screen in an unconfined aquifer as 

l 
I 

2 2 2 -
Q z+z,+l,+[(z+z,+l,) +(x-x,) +(y-y,) ]2 

¢=-- Jn 1 

8~r Kl, [( )2 ( )2 ( )212 Z + Z1 -/1 + Z + Z1 -/1 + X - X1 + y- y, 

I 

z-z, +I, +[(z-z, +I,)' +(x- x,)' + (y- y,)'j2 
+Jn 1 

z -z, -I, +[(z-z, -I} +(x-x,)' +(y- y,)'p-

( { 

AXIanhA 

.,cosh.A. l+z')sinh(A./')cosh 1+~)e--.J-' ( ) 
-J d d d J A.lj d.A. 

0 
A. sinh .A. cosh A. 0 d 

(3-10) 

Steady-state Velocity Field of a RGR W 

Under steady-state conditions, t ~ oo, the third term on the right hand side of 

equation (3-1 0) yield to zero. The velocity at any point in the flow domain is found by 

differentiation of the head field. 

K iJ tP 
V=---

x E (}X 
(3-11) 

K iJ tP 
V=---

y E iJY (3-12) 

K iJ tP 
V=---

• E 0 Z 
(3-13) 
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Since the solution (3-10) satisfies the differential linear equation of (3-1), the 

superposition principle can be used to determinate the velocity field For a RGRW, which 

has two screen intervals with extraction induced in one interval and injection induced in the 

other, the velocity field may be determined by adding the individual velocity contribution 

from each interval. The combination of velocity fields of the uniform ambient groundwater 

flow with point sources and sinks in a steady-state floe field may be determined as 

following: 

V =V- - tQ(x-x,)l I 
' ar .., 81rl,c J(x-x,} +(y-y,)' +(Z+:; +1,)'( J(x-x,)' +(y-y,)' +(Z+:; +I,} +z+:; +I,) 

I 

J(x-x,} +(y-y,)' +(Z+J; -1,)'( J(r-x,)' +(y-y,} +(Z+:; -I,} +Z+Z, -I,) 

I 

J(x-x,} +(y-y,} +(z-:; +1,}( J(x-x,)' +(y-y,} +(z-:; +I,} +z-:; +I,) 

I 

J(x-x,} +(y-y,)' +(z-:; -1,)'( J(x-x,} +(y-y,} +(z-:; -1,)' +Z-Z, -I,) 

-('sm{1 }as{~ H~)J,(~J(r-x,)' +(y-y,}) ~) 
o dsinht J(x-x,)' +(y-y,} 

V =V- - tQ(y-y,)l I 

' or ... 8?rl,c J(x-x,} +(y-y,)' +(Z+:; +I,)'( J<x-x,} +(y-y,)' +(Z+:; +I,)' +z+:; +I,) 

I 

J(x-x,)' +(y-y,} +(z+:;-1,}( J(x-x,} +(y-y,)' +(Z+:; -1,)' +Z+z,-1,) 

I 
+·.===7===~====~~==7====7======----, 

J(x-x,)' +(y-y,} +(z-:;+1,}( J(x-x,} +(y-y,)' +(z-z, +I;)' +Z-z,+l,) 

I 

J(x-x,)' +(y-y,} +(z-z,-1,)'( J(x-x,)' +(y-y,)' +(z-z,-(} +Z-z,-1,) 

-('sm{1}as{~ }os{~)JHJ(x-x,)' +(y-y,}) d}.l 
0 dsinht J(x-x,)' +(y-y,)' 

(3-14 

(3-15 
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v = v - ~ _Q_i_l-,--~--~-=----~ 
z OZ ; =I 81r i&i ( )2 ( )2 ( )2 x-x. + y- y. + z+z. +I. 

I l I I 

(3-16) 

-l inh()J· )cosh(A.z, )sinh(Az) l +( s d dsinh: d J.(~~(x-x,)'+(y-y,)')dJ. 

where Jl is the first order Bessel's function. 

Equations (3-14), (3-15) and (3-16) describe the velocity component in an 

unconfined aquifer caused by a RGRW system. For an anisotropic system, we can use the 

scaling technique to transform all dimensional parameters in the anisotropic domain into an 

equivalent isotropic domain. First step is the determination of the scaling factors. All the 

dimensional parameters and hydraulic conductivity are scaled into the equivalent isotropic 

domain by multiplying the scaling factors. The equivalent isotropic hydraulic conductivity 

and scaling factors are given by (Bear, 1972): 

v P = % 

(3-17) 

(3-18) 

(3-19) 

(3-20) 
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where K is the equivalent isotropic hydraulic conductivity; Kx,Ky,Kz represent the 

hydraulic conductivity in the x, y, z direction, respectively. ~X• ~Y' ~z are the scaling 

factors in x, y, z coordinates, respectively. Then, we solve the equivalent isotropic problem 

using the scaled parameters and equivalent isotropic hydraulic conductivity. Finally, by 

dividing the calculated isotropic solution by the scaling factor, we obtain the solution for an 

anisotropic aquifer. 

NUMERICAL IMPLEMENTATION 

Particle Tracking 

Once velocities are determined, a particle tracking technique can be used to 

delineate the contaminant pathline (the route that an individual particle of contaminant 

follows through the aquifer) and determine the advection of the contaminant front. The 

pathline traveled by the contaminant particle is divided into increment's dl. The distance 

traveled by a particle travel at time step may be written as 

(3-21) 

(2-22) 

(3-23) 

(3-24) 

where dX ,dY and dZ are the projections of dlon the x ,y and z axis, respectively; V cx• 

V cy• and V cz are the components of the contaminant particle velocity in the x, y, and z 
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directions, respectively; Vx, Vy, and Vz are the components ofthe groundwater velocity in 

the x, y and z directions, respectively; and R is the retardation factor. 

If we assume that the contaminant adsorption is represented by a linear adsorption, 

R is given by 

(3-25) 

where Pb is the bulk density of the porous medium; and kd is the distribution coefficient. 

Substituting equations (3-14), (3-15) and (3-16) into equations (3-21 ), (3-22), (3-

23) and (2-24), and integrating them, we obtain a pathline. In practice, analytical 

integration of the equations (3-21 ), (3-22), (3-23) and (3-24) seem to be impossible. So 

numerical integration technique is used to solve the equations. 

Pathline and Capture Zone Delineation Procedure 

A computer program has been developed to delineate the contaminant pathline and 

detennine the advection of the contaminant front. First, the velocity is determined by 

equations (3-14), (3-15) and (3-16) at the initial particle location :xn, yn, zn, and a 

temporary new position X*, Y* and Z* of the particle along the pathway is determined by 

x• =X" +Va(X",Y",Z")M/2 (3-26) 

y• = Y" + V""(X" ,Y" ,Z")M I 2 (3-27) 

z• = Z" +V""(X" ,Y" ,Z")M /2 (3-28) 
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Next, the velocity at position X*, Y* and Z* is determined. This velocity can be 

used for a new estimate for the entire time step. The recalculated new position can be 

determined by the modified velocity as 

X"+1 = X"+ V (X• r" z•)tu 
a ' ' (3-29) 

Yn+ 1 = Y" + V (X• r" z•)tu 
a ' ' 

(3-30) 

Z"+1 = Z" + V (X• y• z•)M 
a ' ' 

(3-31) 

Thus, starting from the initial position of the particle at t=O, we can determine 

successive locations of the particle at later times. It can be expected that accurate results 

depend on the value of increment /).f. . The value of /).f. is determined in calculation process 

that the certain criteria must be satisfied. One condition is that !!:.£ must not exceed the 

maximum /).£max prescribed step length. Also the directional change of velocity over the 

displacement length must not be greater than a prescribed tolerance. When this criterion is 

not satisfied, the value of M is reduced by 1/2 and the calculation is repeated with the 

reduced distance increment. The iteration is continued till the criterion is satisfied. 

The advection of the contaminant front at any given time can be calculated by 

keeping track of the travel times of contaminant particles released from the contaminant 

sources. By joining these points in a sequential order, we can estimate the advective 

transport of the contaminant front. 

The pathline computation continues till one offollowing termination criteria is met. 

(1) Checking if the assigned value of travel time has been exceeded; 

(2) Checking if the boundaries of the flow region has been encountered; 

(3) Checking if the particle is entrapped into the well; and 



( 4) Checking if a stagnation point has been encountered. 

CODE STRUCTURE 

The theoretical approach described in the above previous section was implemented 

in a FORTRAN 77 computer code running on the VAX/VMS mainframe computer at 

TEXAS A&M University. The code name is called 3DRGRW. A simplified flow chart of 

the code is presented in Figure 3. The simulated results will be discussed in the next 

chapter. 
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Figure 3. Simplified flow chart for 3DRGRW module. 
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CHAPTER IV 

SEMIANALYTICAL MODEL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS ON WELL 

HYDRAULICS 
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The principle of the three dimensional, semi-analytical model used to analyze 

the vertical circulation flow around the RGRW system has been described in Chapter 

III. In this chapter we will discuss the results of the simulation. 

MODEL VERIFICATION 

To test the validity of the semi-analytic model, the streamlines calculated by 

computer program are compared with the fully analytical solutions. Two test cases are 

considered. The first case involves a situation where water is injected into an 

unconfined aquifer by a fully penetrating injection well. The aquifer hydraulic 

parameter as following: thickness aquifer D = I 0 m (32.81 ft); hydraulic conductivity K 

= 1 X 1 o·S m/s (3.28x 1 o·S ft/s); the porosity f: = 0.3; radiUS Of the Well rw = 0.1 m (0.33 ft) 

and the injected rate Q = 1000 m3/day (3.53x104 ft3/day). For this problem, the velocity 

at any point in the flow field is one dimensional in the radial direction. A analytic 

solution describing the position of the contaminant front as a function of time is as 

following: 

r= 
2 Q t 

r +--
w rr. D~: 

(4-1) 

Figure 4 shows the advection front predicted by the analytical solution and the 

computer program at 100, 200, 400 and 800 days. The solid curves represent the 

position of the advection front predicted by the analytic solution. The points in the 

figure are the particle positions calculated by the computer program. The dashed curves 
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Figure 4. Comparison of particle locations and pathlines calculated by the computer 

program with the analytic solutions for a radial flow around a fully penetrating well. 
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represent the pathlines. The solution obtained by the computer program matches the 

analytic solution quite well. 

The second case involves an injection well and a withdrawal well with equal 

flow rate Q located at point (d,O) and (-d,O), respectively. The case of the fully 

penetrating wells without regional flow in the confined aquifer is a two-dimensional 

problem in the xy plane. The streamline function \jf can be written as (Bear, 1972): 

_1 -Zyd 
ljl= mtan 2 2 2 

X +y -d (4-2a) 

where m=Q/27tD and Dis the aquifer thickness. 

For streamline function \jf= constant; and tan \jf/m =c, the fully analytic 

solution for streamlines can be written as: 

(4-2b) 

The general computer program was modified for application to this two 

dimensional case. Figure 5 shows a comparison between streamlines computed by the 

computer program and a fully analytic solution. The aquifer and well characteristics are 

the pumping rate Q = 100 ft3tctay; the hydraulic conductivity K= 1x1o-3 fils; the 

distance between two wells d = 10 ft; and the thickness of the confmed aquifer d = 10 ft. 

RESULTS OF THE MODEL AND SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS 

Flow Patterns without Natural Groundwater Flow 

The flow field around the RGRW without the natural groundwater flow was 

simulated by the 3DRGRW model. The hypothetical unconfmed aquifer with the 

geometry is shown in Figure 2. The aquifer thickness is 120ft; with the aquifer porosity 
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Figure 5. Comparison of streamlines calculated by the computer program with the fully 

analytic solution for a source and sink problem. 
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Figure 6. Cross sectional view of the pathlines in the RGRW system with the 

recirculation pumping rate of 50 ft3fh, without natural groundwater velocity. 
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0.44 and the hydraulic conductivity 10 ft/day. The distance between the extracted and 

the injected screen is 27.5 ft, with two 5 ft screened intervals. The pump rate is 50 

ft3thour. As might be expected, when there is no ambient horizontal groundwater flow, 

the velocities are symmetric distribution around the well axis. The magnitude of velocity 

is greatest in the vicinity of the injection and the extraction interval of the well. In this 

case, the maximum magnitude of velocity is about 2.5X1Q-3 ftlhr. As distance from the 

well axis increases, the magnitude of velocity decreases. 

Figure 6 shows a cross section view of the particle pathlines that start near the top 

screen section (injection) and end at the bottom screen (extraction) section over a period 

of 100 days. In three dimensions, these pathlines will form spheres called spheres of 

influence. Generally, the diameter of influence sphere is defmed as the horizontal 

distance from the well axis to the farthest point at which the circulation flow is still 

significant (Herding, 1990). 

Flow Pattern with Natural Groundwater Flow 

A natural groundwater flow exists at most remediation sites. When a natural 

groundwater flow is significant, the extent of the capture zone needs to be determined in 

order to design and operate a remediation system. The optimum number of recirculation 

wells, the flow rates of the well, and the locations are based on the determined capture 

zone. Unlike the traditional withdrawal well, where the flow pattern around the well can 

be considered as two dimensional and the capture zone can be delineated by a plane 

separating streamline, the flow pattern around the RGRW is three dimensional and the 

capture zone must be delineated by curved separating streamlines. Those curved 

separating streamlines form a separating surface. If a water particle is located within the 

separating surface, the particle will be extracted into the well. If the water particle is 

located outside the separating surface, the particle will pass out of the well. In practice, 
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we set many particles at the upstream of the flow field, and track these particle 

pathlines. The farthest pathline which is extracted into the well is thought as a 

separating pathline. 

Figure 7 depicts a cross sectional view of pathlines with a well recirculation rate 

of 50 ft3fhour and the ambient horizontal flow velocity of 4.5 ft/day. In this case, the 

RGRW can capture the contaminated groundwater above the extraction interval of the 

well. The captured water is brought into the lower screen section of the well, treated in 

the well casing, and returned cleaned water to the aquifer at the upper screen section of 

the well. As noted from the figure, there is some deeper contaminated water not being 

captured by the well. This means that when designing a RGRW system, the depth of the 

penetration of the well should be deeper than the location of contaminant in order to 

avoid deeper contaminant passing through the treatment well. 

In the RGRW system, the width of the capture zone depends on the depth of the 

location in the aquifer. Figures 8, 9 and 10 show the plain view of the width of the 

capture zone at depth in the vicinity of the extraction screen section , in the middle of 

the injection and extraction screen, and in the vicinity of the injection screen section, 

respectively. As see from the figures, the width of the capture zone is largest at the 

depth in the vicinity extract screen section, and is smallest in the vicinity of the injection 

screen section. 

The pumping rate and the natural groundwater velocity are the most important 

designing parameters for the RGRW system. Figure 11 shows the width of the upstream 

capture zone vs. recirculating rate at depth in the vicinity of the extraction interval and 

in the vicinity of the injection interval. As shown from the figure, with decreasing the 

pumping rate, the width of the capture zone will decrease. When the recirculation rate 

decreases to 10 ft3th, the width of capture zone near the injection screen section of the 

well will become zero. It means that there is a minimum required recirculation rate for 
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Figure 7. Cross sectional view of the pathlines in the RGRW system with the 

recirculation pumping rate of 50 ft3th and the natural groundwater velocity of 4.5 

ft/day. 
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RGRW to capture a contaminant plume. Generally, the minimum required recirculation 

pumping rate depends on the natural groundwater velocity and the length of the 

treatment well. 

The width of the capture zone is found to be sensitive to natural groundwater 

velocity. The higher the natural groundwater velocity, the more difficult it is for 

contaminant to be captured by the well. Thus, the width of the upstream capture zone 

decreases as natural groundwater increases. Figure 12 shows the variation of the capture 

zone with the natural groundwater velocity at the depth of the upper injection screen 

section and the lower extraction screen section of the recirculation. As seen from the 

figure, when groundwater velocity is larger than 7 ft/day, the width of capture zone at 

the depth of injection screen section will approach to zero. This implies that the RGRW 

is not suitable for a higher groundwater velocity condition for this case. Otherwise, the 

higher pump rate is required in order to maintain a certain width of capture zone for 

remediating a plume. Figure 13 shows the case that when pumping rate is too small, the 

contaminant pass through the treatment well. 

The effect of the separation distance between the injection screen section and 

extraction screen section on the width of capture zone is shown on the Figure 14. The 

results of the simulation confirmed Philip's (1992) conclusion that increasing the 

separation distance between the injection and extraction intervals of the well will 
,... 

increase the width of the capture zone at vicinity of extraction screen section because 

increasing the separation distance may reduce the short circulating between extraction 

and injection zone. However, we also fmd that increasing the separation distance 

between injection and extraction intervals will cause more difficulty for the upper parts 

of water drawn into the bottom of extraction interval. Thus the width of capture zone at 

depth of the injection interval will decrease as the separation distance increases. For a 
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Figure 8. Plan view of the pathlines in the RGRW system for particles started at the 

depth of the extraction interval with recirculation pumping rate of 50 ft3/h, natural 

groundwater velocity of 4.5 ftlday. 
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Figure 9. Plan view of the pathlines in the RGRW system for particles started at the 

depth of the middle of the injection and extraction intervals with recirculation pumping 

rate of 50 ft3fh, natural groundwater velocity of 4.5 ft/day. 
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Figure 10. Plan view of the pathlines in the RGRW system for particles started at the 

depth of the injection interval with recirculation pumping rate of 50 ft3th, natural 

groundwater velocity of 4.5 ftlday. 
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longer separation distance, the upper part of contaminant does not reach the extraction 

screen section, and may pass the treatment well to downstream. 

MODEL LIMITATIONS 

The solution of the equation 3-8 is based on the small perturbation technique. It 

is accurate only when the drawdown is much smaller than the thickness of the aquifer. 

For this reason, the model may not be. accurate in the areas of aquifer where the 

pumping rate is very large or thickness of the aquifer is very small. The solution 

assumes that pumping rate and porosity are constant. It also assumes that the influence 

of the specific yield can be negligible. The significance of this assumption decreases as 

the pumping time increases. Bear and Jacobs (1965) calculated the effects of neglecting 

storage with an injection well and found that the capture zone of the neglecting storage 

is only a little larger than the capture zone considering s~orage and so effects of storage 

may be neglected for all practical proposes. Like most analytical capture zone models, 

the influence of the hydrodynamic dispersion is neglected in this model. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

The proper design of number of RGRWs, their pumping rates of discharge and 

locations is very important, both economically and environmentally. The three-

dimensional semi-analysis model provides significant insight into the nature of flow 

patterns and capture zones of the RGRW in a unconfmed aquifer. Based on results of 

the model, we can conclude that recirculating groundwater remediation wells can be 

effective for intercepting migrating pollutants. The width capture zones is depend on 

recirculating pumping rate, Natural groundwater velocity, the separation distance 

between injection and extraction intervals, and the depth of particle location. 
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Nitrite transport in the RGR W system is a complex process including advective 

and dispersive transport, sorption, microbial growth, utilization electron donors and 

acceptors. The solution of the nitrate transport problem requires the simultaneous 

solution of a set of coupled equations: (I) the equation governing fluid flow, (2) the 

equation governing the convective-dispersion transport of the nitrate, (3) the equation 

governing the convective-dispersion transport of the carbon source, (4) the equation 

governing microbial growth and decay in the aquifer, and (5) the denitrification 

equation in the treatment reactor. This chapter will present a model of nitrate transport 

in the RGRW system with denitrification process in both the aquifer and the reactor. 

The development of the model is based on the law of conservation of mass for water 

and aqueous species. The next chapter will discuss the numerical implementation of the 

model. The model simulating results will be discussed in the chapter VII. 

FLUID FLOW EQUATION 

Contaminant may move m both the saturated and unsaturated zone. Many 

numerical models have been developed for simulating fluid flow and contaminant 

transport in the saturated and/or unsaturated zone since the last 20 years (Luthin and 

Orhun, 1975, Yah eta!., 1993). In this study, we treat the flow in both the unsaturated 

zone and the saturated zone as in a single domain. A single set of equations serves to 

describe the saturated flow below the water table with the unsaturated flow above the 

table. The water surface serves as an internal boundary in the computational domain. 

Above the water table, i.e., unsaturated zone, the water saturation is less than one while 

below the water table, i.e., saturated zone, the saturation is equal to one. 
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Properties of Saturated and Unsaturated Zones 

In the saturated zone, the fluid pressure, which is measured with respect to 

atmospheric, is larger than zero. Water saturation Sw, which is defined as the ratio of the 

water volume to the void volume, is equal to I. In the unsaturated zone, the void space is 

only partly filled with water. The water saturation Sw < I and water pressure is smaller 

than zero. The negative pressure is defined as the capillary pressure, Pc. i.e., Pc = -p when 

p < 0. As the degree of saturation decreases, the capillary pressure increases and the 

hydraulic conductivity, K decreases. The relationship among K, Sw. and Pc depends on the 

solid particles as well as antecedent conditions of drainage or water replenishment. This 

relationship is typically determined by laboratory experiment. Because measuring 

unsaturated hydraulic conductivity is time-consuming and expensive, many researchers try 

to use models for calculating the unsaturated hydraulic conductivity from the more easily 

measured soil-water retention. Irmay (I954) assumed that the resistance to the flow 

offered by the solid matrix is proportional to the solid-liquid interfacial area and obtained 

the relationship between the effective hydraulic conductivity and water saturation 

(5-I) 

where Se=(Sw-S0 )/(I-S0 ) is the dimensionless water saturation, S0 is the irreducible water 

saturation, and Ko is the hydraulic conductivity at saturation. 

Gardner (I958) proposed the empirical relationship between the hydraulic 

conductivity and the capillary pressure head 

(5-2) 
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where a, b and m are constants; and 1.11 is the capillary pressure head. 

We assume that the water content and the permeability are uniquely determined by 

the capillary pressure. The Van Genuchten's (1980) close-form analytical equation is used 

for predicting the relationship between the unsaturated hydraulic conductivity, water 

content, and capillary pressure in the unsaturated zone. 

(5-3) 

(5-4) 

Where Sw is a water saturation and S0 is a residual water saturation below which 

saturation is not expected to fall (because the fluid becomes immobile), Se is the 

dimensionless saturation, Pc is the capillary pressure, Kr is the relative hydraulic 

conductivity, m is a parameter to the pore size distribution, and a is an empirical constant. 

Fluid Mass Balance 

If the mass of the fluid is to be conserved, the following fluid mass balance must be 

satisfied in any element of the system (Bear and Verruijt, 1987). 

(5-5) 

where , Vis fluid velocity {Uf); p is fluid density (MJI)); e is porosity; Sw is the water 

saturation; tis time (T);o denotes the Kronecker delta (with o=l for :x.=x(m) and 0 =0 for :X. 
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~(m) ). Or(m) is artificial recharge rate at point x(m), (Iff); and Qp(m) is the pump rate 

at point x(r) (Iff). 

The term on the left-hand side of equation (5-5) may be recognized as the total 

change in fluid mass contained in the void space with time. The first term on the right-hand 

side of equation (5-5) represents the contributions to local mass change due to excess of 

fluid inflows over outflow at a point. The second and third terms on the right side represent 

the external additions of fluid. 

The amount of the total fluid mass change depends on the fluid pressure. By 

developing the term on the left-hand side of equation (5-5), we obtain 

~J _ [ IJ S., IJ ( sp) ]IJ p _ --' ) IJ p a - sp 8 P + s., 8 P 81 - M c., + s.s., 81 
(5-6) 

· where Ss =O(ep)/pl3p=p{el3+(l-e)a.} is the specific storage. a and 13 are the porous matrix 

and fluid compressibility, respectively. Usually, the specific storage is much smaller than 

the water capacity in the unsaturated zone and can be negligible (Bear and Verruijt, "1987). 

Cw= d9/dp ~ edSwfdp is the water capacity which is depend on moisture retention. It can 

be obtained by differentiation of equation (5-4). 

(5-7) 

Fluid Flow 

The mechanisms of the pressure and the gravity driving forces for the fluid flow 

may be expressed by a general form of Darcy's law as following 
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K,(S..)K( ) 
q=- Vp+pgVz 

pg 
(5-8) 

where q is the specific discharge vector (Uf), q=S~ V, K is the saturated hydraulic 

conductivity tension (Uf) whose principle directions are assumed to be aligned with the 

coordinate system; Kr(Sw) is the dimensionless relative hydraulic conductivity; p is the 

fluid (gauge) pressure (M!Uf2 ); g is the gravitational acceleration (Uf2); z is the 

elevation (L). 

By inserting the fluid flow equation (5-8) into equation (5-5) and assuming that 

fluid is incompressible, we obtain 

This equation is suitable for both saturated zones and unsaturated zones. 

Saturated zone 

P>O, Sw=l.O 

K(Sw)=l.O, Cw =0 

Unsaturated zone 

P < 0, Sw=Sw(P), S0 :s; Sw < 1 

Kr=Kr(Sw), Sw > S0 

Pc=-P 

(5-9) 

(5-1 0) 

(5-11) 

(5-12) 

NITRATE TRANSPORT AND DENITRIFICATION EQUATIONS IN THE AQUIFER 

Based on the mass balance, the partial differelt equation describing nitrate 

contaminant transport in the groundwater can be written as follows (Bear and Verruijt, 

1987) 
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--'q_&S-=--.. N--'-) = -V · &S NV+ V·&S (D· VN + n•vN)-p _iJ_F ot .. .. d b ot 

+ :LQ}"'>~x- ~"'>)N~"'l- LQ,<"'>~x- x<"'>)N- MrT. 
(5-13) 

Where N is the concentration of the dissolved nitrate in the groundwater (M/I)); V is the 

water velocity (I.JT); D is the mechanical dispersion tensor (L21T); Dd * is the diffusion 

coefficient (L2ff); F is the quantity of mass sorbed on the surface of porous medium 

(MIM); Pb is the buck density; Me is the biomass concentration per unit volume of porous 

media (M/I)); rn is the microbial utilization rates per unit of biomass ( M/Mff); and NR is 

concentration of the dissolved nitrate in the source fluid (M/L3). All other terms are as 

defined previously. 

The term on the left-hand side of equation represents the total dissolved nitrate 

mass changes with time in a unit volume. It can be written as 

(5-14) 

Substituting equation (5-5) into equation (5-14) and assuming water density p is 

constant, we obtain 

According to the chain rule, the first term on the right side of equation ( 5-13) can 

be expressed as 

V-(&S,.VN) = &SY'7· N +NV ·(&Sy) (5-16) 
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Substituting equations (5-15) and (5-16) into equation (5-13), and rearranging the 

equation, we obtain 

oN • oF 
eS -= -eS VVN+V·eS (D·VN+DdVN)+pb-.. ot .. .. ot 

+ L Q}'")~ X- xl'"l ){ N1'")- N)- M 1r. (5-17) 

Advection 

The first term on the right-hand side of equation (5-17) is referred to as the 

advection term, which describes the transport of the dissolved contaminant at the same 

velocity as the groundwater. For many practical problems concerning dissolved chemical 

species transport in groundwater, the advection term dominates. The degree of advection 
-II. e. 

domination can be measured by dimensionless Peclet number. 

P =IVIL 
• D (5-18) 

where P e is th~~mensionless Peclet number; lVI is the magnitude of the linear pore water 

velocity (UT);"L is a characteristic length (L). For pure advection problems, the Peclet 

number becomes infinite. 

Dispersion 

The second term on the right-hand side of equation (5-17) is the hydrodynamic 

dispersion which describes the effects of the mechanical dispersion and molecular diffusion 

in a porous medium. The mechanical dispersion is caused by the variation of the actual 

velocity on a microscale from the average velocity, both in magnitude and direction along 

the tortuous paths (Domenico and Schwartz, 1990). The molecular diffusion is a direct 

result of thermal motion of the individual fluid molecules and carries the solution mass 
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from areas of high concentration to low concentrations. The molecular diffusion effect is 

generally secondary and negligible compared to mechanical effects, and only becomes 

important when groundwater velocity is very low (Bear and Verruijt, 1987). 

Several investigators ( Nikolaevskii, 1959; Scheidegger, 1961, Bear, 1972) have 

suggested that the dispersion coefficient in the porous media is described by the following 

formula 

Dij = ai}Cm ~k~ .. J( P., o) (5-19) 

where Dij is the dispersion coefficient, aijkl is the dispersivity of porous mediums, which is 

a fourth-rank tenso;·l~ is the average velocity; Pe is the Peclet number; o is the ratio of 

the length characterizing the individual pores of a porous medium to length characterizing 

their cross-section; /( P., o) is a function which introduces the effect of tracer transfer by 

molecular diffusion between adjacent streamlines at the microscopic level (Bear, 1972) 

For an isotropic porous medium, the dispersivity tensor can be defined by two 

constant terms, longitudinal dispersivity (a.L) and transverse dispersivity (a.T) 

(Scheidegger, 1961). By assuming J(P.,o) =1, we obtain 

(5-20) 

In Cartesian coordinates, the components of the dispersion coefficient may be 

stated as 

(5-21a) 
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(S-21b) 

(S-21c) 

(S-21d) 

(S-21e) 

(S-21t) 

The longitudinal dispersivity and transverse dispersivity capture the effects of the 

porous medium's heterogeneity, and can be estimated by interpretation of tracer 

experiments. Many experiments show that estimates of dispersivity based on the field 

measurements are two or more order of magnitude larger than those from laboratory data 

and the values of dispersivity usually increase with increasing scale of observation 

(Domenico, and Schwartz, 1990). 

Sorption 
J-

The third term on the right-hand side of equation (S-17) is'\orption term which 

represents process between chemical species dissolved in groundwater (solution phase) and 

the chemical species sorbed on the porous medium (solid phase). For the linear equilibrium 

sorption, the concentration of solute sorbed to the porous medium is directly proportional 

to the concentration of the solute in the pore fluid, i.e. 

(S-22) 
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where 1<-<f is the distribution coefficient (L31M). This reaction ts assumed to be 

instantaneous and reversible. 

The temporal change in sorbed concentration can be represented in terms of the 

concentration of dissolved chemical species using the chain rule of calculus, as follows: 

(5-23) 

where Ph is the bulk density, Ps is the solid's density. 

In the unsaturated flow, water occupies only part of the void space and only part of 

the total area ofthe solid is exposed to adsorption. The concentration of the solute sorbed 

to the porous medium depends on the water saturation. Then, the equation (5-23) in 

unsaturated flow can be written as the equation (Bear and Verruijt, 1987) 

(5-24) 

Substituted equation (5-23) and (5-24) into equation (5-17); and rearranging them, we can 

obtain as 

(5-25) 

where R.,(S..) =I+ (I- e)p,/(S..) Kd is called the retardation factor which depends on the 
eS,. 

water saturated degree in the unsaturated flow and R = V j Rd ( S J , represents the 

"retarded" velocity of a contaminant particle. 
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Source and Sink Term 

The fourth term is the source and sink term which represents the mass of solute 

injected into or pumped out from the porous medium domain. When solute is injected into 

the aquifer, the concentration of solute is necessary to be specified. When solute is pumped 

out from the aquifer, the concentration of solute is generally equal to the concentration of 

the groundwater in the aquifer and should not be specified. 

Biodegradation 

The last term on the left hand side of equation is the mass lost due to the 

biodegradation. In this study, biofilm conception has been applied to simulate the 

microbiologiCal processes. According to study of Charachlis et a!. (1982), in the porous 

medium, most ofbacteria (95%) are found to be attached to the solid phase of medium by 

means of the matrix of polysaccharides. Only small parts of bacteria may suspend in the 
... 

water. Those suspend bacteria may play a role in the degradation of pollutants in the 

subsurface. However, compared with the attached bacteria, the effects of such a population 

is smaller. Also if we include such effects, the equations will be much more complicated. 

Therefore, potential microbial transport mechanisms such as deposition, chemotaxis 

motion, random (tumbling) motion, and decolgging have not been incorporated into the 

present model. 

The attached bacteria grow and reproduce at the interface of water and solid phases 

and form a separate, relatively impermeable phase called a biofilm. Generally, the 

concentration of the substrate within the biofilm is smaller than the concentration in the 

water phase because of the substrate consumption at the biofilm by microbe. In order for 

this consumption to continue, the substrate must be transported from the water phase to 

the liquid-solid interface through diffusive transfer processes(Taylor et a!., 1990). In the 
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steady state, there is no accumulation of substrate at the surface of the biofilm. Hence the 

rate of substrate supply across the water-biofilm phase boundary from the water phase 

must be equal to the rate of substrate consumption by reaction within the biofilm. 

In the denitrification process, the microbial metabolism can be limited by the lack of 

either carbon sources (electron donor), nitrate (electron accept) or both simultaneously. 

Under anaerobic conditions, the rates of carbon and nitrate utilization can be expressed by 

a double-Monod-type as (Semprini and McCart, 1991) 

(5-26a) 

(5-26b) 

where rcfand rnrare the rate of carbon and nitrate utilization, respectively, Iff; Cs and Ns 

are the concentration of carbon and nitrate at the waterlbiofilm interface; Pr is the 

effectiveness factor, which accounts for the reduction of the overall reaction rate caused by 

diffusional resistance inside the biofilm (Rittmann, 1993). llmax is the maximum specific 

growth rate of bacteria; Y c is carbon yield coefficient (defined as the ratio of the mass of 

cells formed to the mass of carbon consumed), Kc, Kn is the saturation constant for carbon 

and nitrate, respectively; 11 is the stoichiometric ratio of nitrate to carbon utilization for 

biomass synthesis; CXu is the nitrate use coefficient for energy of maintenance; ~ is the 

microbial decay coefficient; k'n is the nitrate saturation constant for decay; and l(o) is the 

hyperbolic oxygen inhibition function (Stryer, 1988). It can be expressed as 

K l(o) = • 
K.+o 

(5-27) 
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where o is the oxygen concentration within the biofilm (inhibitor), and K0 is the inhibition 

coefficient (M/L3). 

We assume that the biofilm is fully penetrated with substrate with no mass-transfer 

limitations, i.e. Cs =C, Ns = N, and ~r1. Many studies (Suidan et a!., 1987, Semprini and 

McCart, 1991) indicate that the assumption of a fully penetrated biofilm without external 

or internal mass transfer limitations is appropriate for the conditions of the field 

experiments. 

Substituting equation (5-26a) into (5-25), we can obtain nitrate transport equations 

in the aquifer as 

(5-28) 

With the same principle, we can obtain carbon transport equation in the aquifer as: 

(5-29) 

The rate of change in the biomass concentration is equal to the difference between 

the specific rate of biomass growth and the specific rate of mass decay multiplied by the 

biomass concentration. 

(5-30) 
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The thickness of the biofilm increases with the bacterial growth. In this biofilm 

model, we use Taylor's sphere assumption (Taylor, 1990) that porous medium is comprised 

of spheres of equal diameter packed and a biofilm develops in such a way that all spheres 

are coated with an impermeable biofilm with uniform thickness Lf. The biomass 

concentration is approximated as MF Xr af Lf, where af is the biofilm affected specific 

surface (the biofilm surface area per unit of porous medium volume) and Xr is bacterial 

density. 

Assuming that Xf is constant (Rittmann, 1993 ), the growth of biofilm thickness can 

be derived from equation (5-30) as 

(5-31) 

If.. 
The biofilm affected specific surface can be expressed as function of biofilm 

(Taylor, 1990) 

a --- -- + -- +1 _ 1r [(2-m)(2L1 )
2 

(4-m)(2L1 ) l 
1 a.,d 2 d 2 d 

(5-32) 

where <Xm is a packing arrangement factor, m is the number of contact points of sand, and 

d is the diameter of sand particles. 

If we assume that the 4 is much smaller than d, the second order of (2Lfd) can be 

negligible. We have 

&11 tr (4-m) iJL1 
~=a., d 2 a (5-33) 
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Substituting equation (S-33) into equation (S-31) and rearranging yield 

(S-34) 

The biofilm growth causes the permeability and porosity decrease. Based on in-site 

experiments, Taylor (1990) indicated that if the porous medium has a homogeneous grain 

size distribution, the porosity and permeability, as a function of biofilm thickness, can be 

expressed as 

(S-35) 

(S-36) 

Where Ef is the biofilm-affected porosity, a.r is specific surface, kr is the biofilm-affected 

permeability. cr is Kozeny's constant. 

It is assumed that flow varies instantaneously in response to the changes in the 

biofilm thickness. The iteration technique has been used to solve the equations of flow, 

substrate transport , nitrate transport and biofilm growth. 
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BIOLOGICAL DENITRIFICATION IN THE REACTOR 

Using biological reactor for denitrification is one of the most promising methods to 

remove nitrate from water. In this study, the completed-mix, suspended-growth reactor, 

which is also known as the Continuous-flow Stirred Tank Reactor (CSTR), was selected 

for removal of nitrate from groundwater. This method has successfully been applied in 

waste water treatment. 

A schematic diagram of a CSTR is shown in Figure I S. A reactor with volume V 

receives a flow called influent at rate Q containing soluble nitrate at concentration No, 

soluble carbon component at concentration Co and the suspended microorganism at 

concentration XQ. Within the reactor, microorganisms utilize the nitrate and substrate 

growing while reducing the concentration of nitrate and carbon concentration. The influent 

is mixed completely by a powerful mixer in the reactor, so that any reactant carried into the 

reactor is dispersed evenly throughout the reactor without any time delay. Thus, the 

samples taken from all parts of the reactor have the same composition. 

Assumption 

The main simplifications and assumptions are made during the development of the 

model of the complex CSTR system as following: 

I. The system operates at constant temperature and pH; 

2. The system works under anaerobic condition-S• 

3. The influent contains sufficient nutrients to allow microorganism growth. 

4. The heterotrophic biomass is homogenous and does not undergo changes in the species 

diversity with time. 

S. The concentration of the bacteria in the influent is zero. 



Stirrer 

X,Vr,N*,C* 

A complete-mix reactor 

Notations: 

Q: Flow rate 

Vr: Reactor Volume 

Xo: Concentration of Microorganisms in Influent 

No: Concentration ofNitrate in Influent 

Co: Concentration of Organic Carbon in Influent 

X: Concentration of Microorganism in the Reactor 

N*: Concentration ofNitrate in the Reactor 

C*: Concentration of Carbon in the Reactor 

Q,X,N*,C* 

Figure 15. Schematic of a suspended-growth, complete-mix treatment reactor. 
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Rate of Microorganisms Growth 

In the denitrification process, in order to enhance the biotransform, the organic 

carbon matter needs to add the denitrification reactor as energy sources and electronic 

acceptors. The amount of carbon ma,tter added must balance the amount of nitrate to be 

removed. If the amount of carbon source is added in excess, it will pass to the efiluent and 

reduce the quality of the effluent. If insufficient amount of carbon source is added, some 

nitrate will remain in the effluent and the treatment objective will not be attained. 

The net rate of the growth of microorganisms in a continuous culture system can be 

defined as follows: 

(5-37) 

where rg is the rate of bacterial growth, MJ(L3T), ll is the specific growth rate, Iff, X is 

the concentration of microorganism, (M/I)); k<I is the microorganism decay coefficient. 

The rate of nitrate and carbon utilization can be written as 

(5-38) 

(5-39) 

where rn, rc are the rates of nitrate and carbon utilization, respectively, (M/L3); Y N* Y c• , 

are the maximum yield coefficients of nitrate and carbon (defined as the ratio of the mass 

of cells formed to the mass of nitrate and carbon removed, mg/mg), respectively. 

In general conditions the specific growth rate of the microorganism is dependent on 

the concentrations of the carbon source and nitrate. A double Monod-type form of the 

specific growth can be used to model the dual limitation substrates. The specific growth 

rate can be expressed as 
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(5-40) 

where J.Lmax is the maximum specific growth rate, N* is the concentration of nitrate in the 

reactor, c* is the concentration of carbon in the reactor, K8•, Kc• are the half-velocity 

constants for nitrate and carbon in the reactor, respectively. f1 (T) and f2(pH) are the 

functions of temperature and pH which can be expressed as (Timmermans and Haute, 

1983): 

(5-41) 

(5-42) 

where Kp, Kt are coefficients of pH and temperature, respectively. 

Equation (5-40) indicates the general relationship between specific growth and 

concentration of substrate and nitrate. There are four extreme cases: 

(1) when C* is very high (C*»Kc*), equation (5-40) can be approximated as 

(5-43a) 

In this condition, the concentration of nitrate is a rate limiting. 

(2) When N* is very high (N*» Kn*), equation (5-40) can be approximated as 

(5-43b) 

In this condition, the concentration of carbon matter is a growth rate limiting substrate. 
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(3) When both N* and C* are very high, equation (5-40) can be approximated as 

p = p,_j(pH)j(T) (5-43c) 

In this condition, the growth rate approaches a maximum rate (J.lmax) that is independent 

of substrate concentration. 

(4) When both N* and C* are very low (N*«Kn*; C*«Kc*), Equation (5-40) can be 

approximated as 

p = k'c"N.J(pH)J(T) (5-4 3d) 

In this condition, the growth rate is depend on concentrations of nitrate and carbon. 

Mass Balance of Microorganisms. Carbon and Nitrate 

A mass balance for the mass of microorganisms in the complete-mix reactor can be 

written as following: 

Rate of accumulation Rate of flow of Rate of flow of Net growth of 

of microorganism in = microorganism microorganism + microorganism 

the reactor into the reactor out of the reactor within the rector 

Using symbolic representation 

dX 
V, dt = QX0 - QX + V,y 1 (5-44) 
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where V r is the reactor volume, Xo is the concentration of microorganisms in influent, X is 

the concentration of microorganisms in the reactor, Q is the flow rate, Yg is the net rate of 

microorganism growth. 

The net rate of the microorganism growth can be written as 

(5-45) 

Substituting equation (5-45) into equation (5-44) yields 

v dX -Q:x -Q:X+v[ [ N. )( c· )x 
r dt - 0 r f.Jrmx. KN. +N• Kc' +C• 

(5-46) 

A mass balance for nitrate in the reactor can be written as 

Rate of accumulation Rate of flow of Rate of flow of Rate of nitrate 

of nitrate in the = nitrate into the nitrate out of the utilization within 

reactor reactor reactor the reactor 

(5-47) 

where N0 is the concentration of nitrate in influent, Y N* is the yield coefficient of (defined 

as the ratio of the mass of cells formed to the mass of nitrate removed, mglmg). 

A mass balance for carbon in the reactor can be expressed as 
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Rate of accumulation Rate of flow of Rate of flow of Rate of substrate 

of substrate in the = substrate into substrate out of utilization within 

reactor the reactor the reactor the reactor 

(5-48) 

where C0 is the concentration of carbon added into the reactor, Y c• is the maximum yield 

coefficient of carbon( defined as the ratio of the mass of cells formed to the mass of carbon 

removed, mglmg). 

If it is assumed that the concentration of microorganisms in the influent can be 

neglected and that the steady state prevails, (i.e. dX/dt = dS/dt = dC/dt = 0), equation (5-

46) can be simplified to yield: 

(5-49) 

where 9=V rfQ is the hydraulic detention time. · 

Equation (5-49) suggests that when ~· is fixed for a given microbial population, 

the specific growth rate may only be controlled by the hydraulic detention time, 9. This can 

be done by manipulating either the flow rate with a given volume of reactor, or the volume 

of reactor for a given flow rate. 

Eftluent Nitrate and Carbon Concentrations in the Reactor 

The eftluent microorganism concentration can be obtained by substituting equation 

(5-49) into equations ( 5-47) and (5-48) 
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(5-50) 

From equation (5-50), we can get the relationship between the concentration of 

nitrate and substrate 

(5-51) 

Substituting equation (5-51) into equation (5-49), and rearranging it, we obtain 

( Op"": l)fc.C *2 + Op"": ( ( YN.N *-Yc.Co) 
l+Kd() l+Kd() 

(5-52) 

+(Yc.Co -KN.YN.- KN.No- Kc.fc.)]C*+(Yc.Co- KN.YN.- KN.N0 )Kc• = 0 

Solving quadratic equation (5-52), we obtain 

(5-53) 

Similarly, we can obtain the efiluent of nitrate concentration as follows 
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(S-54) 

From equations (5-53) and (5-54) we can see that for a given biological 

community, and a particular set of environmental conditions, the effiuent concentrations of 
a 

nitrate and carbons are }l(k function of both the hydraulic detention time and the influent 

concentrations of nitrate and carbon. The influent concentrations of nitrate and carbon may 

be determined by the transport equations that were described I previous sections. 

Meanwhile, the effiuent concentration of nitrate and carbon will affect the nitrate transport. 

Thus, nitrate transport equations must be solved simultaneously with denitrification 

equations in the reactor. The effiuent concentrations of nitrate and carbon will be used as 

source~ te~in the transport equations 

INITIAL AND BOUNDARY CONDITIONS OF NITRATE TRANSPORT EQUATION 

The initial conditions include information of the concentration distribution at time 

t=O at all points of simulated domain. It is written as 

C(X,Y,Z,t = o) = C(X,Y,Z) on9l (5-55) 
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where C*(X, Y, Z) is a known concentration distribution and 9{ denotes the simulated 

domain. 

In this model we assume that the indigenous microbial population and the species 

concentration are uniformly distributed at time zero. 

Generally, there are three kinds of boundary conditions used in the transport 

equations: (1) Dirichlet boundary condition (first boundary condition); (2) Neumann 

boundary condition (second boundary condition); and (3) Cauchy boundary condition 

(third boundary condition). 

For the Dirichlet boundary condition, the concentration is specified around a given 

boundary. We can write the boundary condition in the form of 

C(x,y,z,t) = g1(x,y,z,t) on f 1 t <:: 0 (5-56) 

where rl refers to the specified-concentration boundary, and gJ(X, y, z, t) is the specified 

concentration along r 1· 
0.. 

For the Neumann boundary condition, the concentration gradient is specified cross 

the boundary. It can be written as 

~(x,y,z,t) ( ) 
D~ = g2 x,y,z,t 

8t 
t <:: 0 (5-57) 

where g2(x, y, z, t) is a known flux at all point'of a boundary segment, r2. For t\e.. 
impervious boundary, g2(x, y, z, t) =0, The equation (5-57) reduces to 

_ac_(.:.._x.:..:,y...:..,z.:..:'.....:...t) = 0 
8t 

(5-58) 
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For the Cauchy boundary condition, which is a combination of the first and second 

boundary condition, both the concentration and the concentration gradient are specified. It 

can be written in the form of 

(5-59) 

where g3(x, y, z, t) is a known function representing the total flux (dispersive and 

advective)normal to the boundary r3. 
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CHAPTER VI 

NUMERICAL APPROXIMATION METHOD 

EULERIAN-LAGRANGIAN METHOD 

Numerical methods used to solve the advection-dispersion equation may be 

classified as three perspectives: the Eulerian method, the Lagrangian method and a 

combination of the two that will be referred to as the Eulerian-Lagrangian method 

(Neuman, 1984). In the Eulerian method, the discretization of the advection-dispersion 

equation is performed to a fixed grid in space by methods such as the finite-different or 

finite-element method. Many investigators have presented that the Eulerian method 

performs quite well when problems are the dispersion dominated problems. For the 

advection dominated problems, in which the physical dispersion is small and or negligible, 

this method causes a large numerical dispersion, leading to the smearing of the 

concentration fronts which should have a sharp appearance (Cheng et al., 1984). This 

phenomenon is caused by the approximation of the first-order derivatives of advective 

term, which involves errors of the order of magnitude of the second-order derives (Bear 

and Verruijt, 1987). If using high-order schemes to eliminate numerical dispersion, the 

artificial oscillation may become a serious problem (Neuman, 1984). In the Lagrangian 

method, the advection-dispersion equation is solved by a moving grid. This method is often 

suited to solve simple advection dominated problems. McBride and Rutherford (1984) use 

this method successfully to solve the one-dimensional pollutant transport in the river. 

However, Lagrangian methods are often not strictly conservative and the technique that 

involves a moving reference may lead to numerical instability and computational difficulties 

under a complex subsurface environment (Neuman, 1981). The Eulerian-Lagrangian 

method attempts to combine the advantages of the Eulerian method and the Lagrangian 
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method by solving the advection term with a set of moving particles, and the dispersion and 

other terms with a finite difference or finite element method. Garder et al. (1964) first 

introduced this concept to the groundwater problems. They stated that the technique does 

not introduce numerical dispersion. The development and application of this technique 

have been presented by Pinder and Cooper (1970), Reddell and Sunada (1970), and 

Bredehoeft and Pinder (1973), Konikow and Bredehoeft (1978), Neuman (1981), Cheng 

{1984), Corapcioglu and Haridas (1985) and Zheng (1992). 

Depending on the tracking movement of the particles, the Eulerian-Lagrangian 

method is divided into: the forward particle tracking method of characteristics (MOC) 

(e.g., Garder et al. 1964; Konikow and Bredhoeft, 1978; Goode, 1990); the backward 

particle tracking modified method of characteristics (MMOC) (e.g., Cheng et. al., 1984, 

Yeh et a!., 1993) and a hybrid of these two methods (HMOC) (e.g., Neuman, 1984, 

Zhang, 1993). These three techniques are similar except in the treatment of the advection 

term. The advantages of the MMOC technique are that tliis technique uses oruy one 

particle for each finite-difference cell, whereas, the MOC method generally requires several 

particles (such as 9 particles) per cell. Therefore, the MMOC method is more time 

efficiency and· requires less computer memory·than the MOC method. However, when 

dealing with the sharp front problems, the MMOC technique introduces some unwanted 

numerical dispersion (Zheng, 1993). In this study, we use the MOC technique to simulate 

the nitrate transport equations in order to get more accuracy of nitrate plume. "" 

According to the chain rule, the dissolved concentration of chemical species can be 

derived as 

(6-1) 
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Substituting equation (6-1) into equations (5-28) , (5-29) and (5-30), nitrate and 

carbon transport equations can be expressed in the Lagrangian forms as 

oM,- ( C N f3 I(o)-K )M (6-4) 
£l - f.Jmax Kc + C K. + N I d f 

The solution of equations (6-1), (6-2), (6-3) (6-4), and (6-5) may be obtained as 

X=X(t); Y=Y(t), Z=Z(t), and C=C(t); N=N(t); Mt=Mt{t); Lt=Lt(t). These solutions are 

referred to the characteristics curves of the governing equations (5-28), (5-29) (5-30) and 

(5-31 ). 

NUMERICAL IMPLEMENTATION 

The method of characteristics uses a forward particle tracking technique for solving 

the advection term. Initially, the particles with a given initial concentration are uniformly 

distributed throughout the cells. At each time interval, the moving particles are relocated 

by using the following finite-difference forms of equations (6-6a) and (6-6b): 
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Xt+ 1 =X'+ !:JJ V (X' Z') 
RAS..) X ' 

(6-6a) 

z~+t = Z' + !:JJ V (X' Z') 
Rd(s..) ' ' (6-6b) 

where xn+Iand zn+l are the particle coordinates at the new time level (n+l); xn and zn 

are the particle coordinates at the old time level (n); Vx and Vz are the linear velocity at 

position ()(11, zn); ~tis the time increment and Rcl(Sw) is retardation factor. 

When all the moving particles have been relocated, each cell is temporarily assigned 

a concentration , C;'.tA, which is the average concentration of all the particles lying inside 

the cell (ij,k) due to advection, i.e., 

M, 

:Lc: (6-7) 
c.t+li = _ .. __ 

I,J M 
p 

where c;:;6 is the concentration at cell (i, j); C: is the concentration of the mth particle in 

cell(~ j), Mp is the total number of particles at cell (i, j). 

The changes of concentration results from the dispersion and other terms can be 

written as: 

~c•+t = (~c•+t) +(~c.l+t) +(~c•+t) 
I,J I,J dis I,J 1100 t,} bio (6-8) 

where ( ~c:.;1 ) dis is the concentration change due to dispersion; ( ~C;'.; 1 ).,. is the 

concentration change due to the source and sink mixing; ( ~c:.;1 ) bio is the concentration 

change due to the biologic reaction. 
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According to the summation convection of the tensor notation, the concentration 

change of the dispersion tenn of equation ( 6-8) may be written as 

(!1C."t) = ~ [_!_(cS D iJC + cS D iJC) 
'·1 dis cS OX "' :a iJ X "' :a iJZ 

"' 
(6-9) 

To develop a finite difference fonn of equation (6-9), consider the spatial 

derivatives of concentration at i+ ){ 

( !~). . =c •• ~.~ c •. ; 
I+ Y,.) 

(6-lOa) 

(6-lOb) 

Using a linear interpolation scheme, it has 

c = c,,j+l + c .. l.j+l 
i+}ij+l 2 (6-lla) 

c = c,,;-1 + c,.l,j-1 

i+}ij-1 2 (6-llb) 

Substituting equation (6-ll) into equation (6-10) gives: 

( iJC) 
ox . . 

I+ Y,.J 

- c,.l,j - c,,j 

t:.X 
(6-l2a) 
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( ac) 
az. r+Y,.i 

ci.j+l + ci•l.j+l - ci.j-1 - ci+l.j-1 
4AZ 

(6-l2b) 

Similarly, for a point (i-~, j, k), spatial derivatives are 

( ~ )_V . L = ci,j,k ~i-l,j~ 
I n,J,a 

(6-l3a) 

( 
ac) = ci,j+l + ci-l.j•l - ci.j-1 - ci-l.j-1 
oZ i-Y,.i 4AZ 

(6-l3b) 

The spatial derivatives at points (i, j+ ~), (i, j-~) may be obtained by using the 

same manner. 

Assuming that the grad space is the same along any direction, the finite difference 

form of equation (6-9) may be obtained by using the fully explicit central finite-difference 

scheme as: 



+ &S.JJyx(tj+'/,)( c.+l,j + c;+l,j+l - C:-l,j - C.-l.jJ 
4MAZ 

&S.JJyx(i.j-'/,)( C.+,.j + C.+,,j_,-C.-,.j- ci-l.j_J 

4MAZ 
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(6-14) 

The finite difference form of concentration change due to the source and sink 

mixing from old time level (n) to new time level (n+ 1) at cell ((i, j) can be written as: 

(llC,.') = llt Q (c· - C" ) 
i ,j sou eS R (S ) sou(i,j) ..t,IJ} i,j 

,. d ,. 
(6-15) 

where Q < .. l is the volumetric flux of water per unit volume of source at cell (i, J'); C" 
.1011 1,) .IOW(IJ) 

and C". are the concentrations of source and aquifer at cell (i, j). 
1,) 

The finite difference form of carbon and nitrate concentration change due to 

biological reaction may be written as 

Mr" .. M" 
(llC'+l) = <{J,j) I i,j 

•.I bio eS R (S ) ,. d ,. 

lltM " ( C". N" ) = l;,j f..lrmx i,J i,j fJ J ( 
0

) 

&S,.RAS,.) ~ Kc + ci~j K. + Ni~j I 

(6-16) 
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(6-17) 

The microbial growth can be calculated by integrating the equation (6-4) over the 

time interval (tn, tn+1) as 

M1n+l = M1 n exp[7(Pmu. C N fJ,I(o)-Kd}•] 
1,1 I,) K + C K + N 

n c • 

(6-18) 

Using the forward Euler time integrator in equation (6-18), we obtained 

I 

[( 

e. N". ( ) ) ] M •• - M " e I,] 
1

' 1 I o - K !!J 
l;.i- l;.i xp PmaxK+C".K+N"./3' d 

C f,} II 1,} 

(6-19) 

The finite difference form of the growth of the biofilm thickness from old time level (n) to 

new time level (n+ I) at cell ((ij) can be written as: 

(6-20) 

Note the explicit numerical method is used in solving the equations (6-2), (6-3), (6-

4) and (6-5). This may require that the step size can not exceed an upper limit in one 

transport step. According to Konikow and Bredehoeft (1978), the time step criterion for 
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the advection part of equations (6-2) and (6-3) may be determined from the "Courant 

condition" as: 

(6-21) 

where y is the fraction of the grid dimension that will be allowed to move (0< y:;;1). 

The time step criterion for the dispersion and the source term may be written as 

follows: 

and (6-22) 

(6-23) 

CODE STRUCTURE 

Using the algorithm described above, the computer code, which is called 

TAMRGRWS, was developed in a FORTRAN 77 running on the VAXNAM mainframe 

computer at Texas A&M University. A simplified flow chart of the code is shown in Figure 

16. The simulated results have been discussed in the next chapter. 
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Figure 16. Simplified Flow Chart for TAMRGRWS Module 
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CHAPTER VII 

NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

NUMERICAL MODEL VALIDATION 

To assess the accuracy of the nitrate transport model and to determine the 

effectiveness of the Eulerian-Lagrangian technique, the numerical model has been verified 

through comparison of the numerical results with the analytical and experimental data. 

Test 1. Comparison of Numerical Solutions with One-Dimensional Analytic Solutions of 

Nitrate Transport 

Generally, the one-dimensional movement of nitrate in soil and groundwater 

with the first-order decay can be expressed as an advection-dispersion equation (Rolston 

and Marino, 1976) 

d.._ON) =_!_(neoN)- d.._qN) -A.ON 
at ax ax ax (7-1) 

where N is the solute nitrate concentration (M/I)), e is the volumetric water content; q is 

the Darcy velocity(Uf), V=q/9 is the average pore water velocity (Uf); D=a.x V is the 

hydrodynamic dispersion coefficient (L2/T); a.x is the longitudinal dispersivity and ). is the 

reaction rate coefficient of biodegradation (liT). For steady uniform water movement the 

variables q, e, V, and Dare constant. 

Assuming the problem involves the following initial and boundary conditions: 



N =N 0 at X = 0 for alit 

iJN 
-~0 as x~oo 
iJX 

N = 0 at I = 0 for all X 
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(7-2) 

The analytic solution of equation (7 -1) is obtained with the following equation 

presented by (Domenico and Schwartz, 1990) 

_N = .!..exp{(-X )[1-(1 +-4A.az )Jy;]erfc[-X -_Vt(:.__1 +4-----,A.a,;...--% /V-=---)K l 
N0 2 2az V 2(aXt)X 

(7-3) 

The nitrate transport computer program was modified for application to this case. 

The parameters used in the simulation are as following: the boundary concentration of 

nitrate is 100 mg!l; the initial concentration of nitrate throughout the column is zero; the 

total length of column is 100 em; time is 100 hour; the longitudinal dispersivity is 0.4 em; 

the reaction rate coefficient of biodegradation is 0.005 hr1; and the average pore water 

velocity is 0.25 em/hr. The following cases have been simulated: 

Case (a). az = 0, A.= 0 

Case (b). az = 0.4cm, A.= 0 

Case (c). az = 0.4cm, A.= 0.005hr-1 

Figure 17 shows a comparison of the numerical approximation with the analytical 

solution. It can be observed that the excellent agreement between the numerical 

approximation and the analytical solution in all cases. No apparent numerical dispersion 

exists. 

Test 2. Comparison of Denitrification Model Simulations with Experimental Data in a 

Completed-mix. Suspended -growth Reactor 

The denitrification model equations ( 5-53) and (5-54) presented in Chapter V is 

used to predict the efiluent of nitrate and carbon concentration in a suspended-growth 
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Figure 17. Comparison of the numerical solutions with the analytic solutions of the one -

dimensional advection-dispersion equation with and without decay. (a) ax=O, A.=O; (b) a 

x=0.4 em, A.=O; and (c) o.x=0.4 em, A.=O.OOS hr-1
. 
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Figure 18. Comparison of the model predicted effiuent concentration of a completed -mix, 

suspended-growth reactor with experimental data (from Stensel et al., 1973). 
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reactor. The Model results have been compared with the denitrification experimental data 

in a suspended-growth reactor described by Stensel et al. (1973). In the experiment, the 

concentration of organic added into the reactor is a growth-rate-limiting substrate for 

denitrification. The biological kinetic parameters which are directly obtained from the 

experiment are as following: The maximum specific substrate utilization rate K is 25.0 

(llday); the yield coefficient of organic carbon Y c is 0.18 (mg cell /mg COD); the 

microbial solid decay coefficient ~ is 0.04 (llday); the organic carbon half-velocity 

constant Kc is 72.5 (mgll); and the maximum specific growth rate J.lmax=KYc=4.5 

(1/day). The comparison of the prediction of a steady-state effiuent organic carbon 

concentration (mgll as COD) by equation (5-53) with experimental data at different 

detention time is shown in Figure 18. The excellent agreement between the predicted and 

the measured effiuent concentration is observed. The denitrification equations (5-53) and 

(5-54) can successfully predict the effiuent of nitrate and carbon concentrations in the 

reactor at any given detention time. 

SIMULATIONS OF A RGRW SYSTEM 

In order to calibrate and validate the proposed model, the numerical model has also 

been compared with the experiment data of a two-dimensional recirculation groundwater 

well (Stallard et al., 1993, Wu, 1994). The experimental apparatus consists of a ground 

water tank, a scaled remediation well, and a contaminant monitoring and treatment control 

system. The design and dimensions of the groundwater simulation tank are shown in Figure 

19. The comparison can be divided into two parts: contaminant transport and biological 

treatment. 
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Contaminant Transport 

The three cases have been simulated by the nitrate transport model to compare with 

experimental data. 

Case 1: Surface contaminant leakage 

In the case I, a condition of a surface contaminant leakage was simulated. The 

distribution of pollutant would be typical of a solute that had been applied to the 

groundwater from the surface, such as agricultural source nitrate. In the experiment, 

sodium hydroxide (NaOH) has been used as a tracer to demonstrate contaminant transport 

in the recirculating groundwater remediation well system. The concentration of sodium 

hydroxide, which was fixed at pH12, was added on the surface of the groundwater as a 

point contaminant source. The hydrochloric acid (HCl), which can neutralize the sodium 

hydroxide to pH=S, was added into the reactor well to represent the treatment effect 

during the experiment. The concentration of sodium hydroxide at pH 9 contour is plotted 

as the boundary of the contaminant plume. For the numerical simulation, the general 

computer program was modified. The biological transform part of program was temporally 

)'( removd for application on this case. The simulation domain was divided into 48 X 24 

uniform grad blocks, each 5 em in length. The parameters used in the model are shown in 

Table 1. The comparison of the calculated and the measured plume with 1 rnld ambient 

horizontal flow velocity and 100 ml/min well recirculation rate are shown in Figure 19. One 

finds agreement between the plume predicted by the model and the plume observed 

experimentally. From the numerical simulation and experimental observation, we can note 

that a surface contaminant source can be totally intercepted by the recirculation well. There 

is always a clean zon~ownstream of the recirculation treatment well. 
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T bl 1 Th Ph 
0 

h 
0 

a! P a e e lYSICOC enuc arameters E I ed 0 h M d I So I 0 mpJoyc mte o e 1mu at10ns. 

Property Value Units 

Longitudinal Dispersivity (a1) 1.2 em 

Transversal Dispersivity (at) 0.12 em 

Th 
0 
c Viscosity (Jl) 0001 g/ cm·s 

Gravitational Acceleration (2) 908 mfs2 

Density ofWater (p) 1.0 g/cm3 

Residual Water Content (9r) 001 -
Retardation Coefficient (Rn) 1.0 -
Initial porosity (e) 0034 -
Mean grain diameter (d) 0015 em 
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Figure 19. Model predicted and measured plumes (from Wu, 1994) with NaHO applied at 

the surface of the ground water table, with ambient groundwater velocity of 1 mid and 

recirculating pumping rate of 100 ml/min. 
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Case II. A uniform distribution of contaminant source through the depth upstream of the 

RGRW 

The Case 2 condition is the same as case 1 condition except that the sodium 

hydroxide was uniformly added to the water entering at the upstream side of the tank. The 

model simulated results are plotted in Figure 20, and shows reasonable agreement with the 

measured plumes except at the lower downstream end. We can see from Figure 20 that the 

recirculating groundwater remediation well system can form a protection zone near the 

treatment well. The depth ofthe formed protection zone depends on the depth of the well 

penetration and the recirculation rate of the well. For a deeper contaminate source, the 

recirculation well must penetrate deep enough to prevent the passing of the contaminant 

from the treatment well into downstream. This conclusion is the same as the conclusion 

reached from the use of the pathline method in chapter IV. 

Case ill. The influence zone of the RGRW 

In order to demonstrate the influence zones of the RGRW, sodium nitrate as a 

tracer is added into the treatment well in the experiment as shown in Figure 21. The 

development of a plume was monitored visually over time. The plume shape predicted by 

numerical model is compared with the measured plumes in Figure 21. Again, there is 

excellent agreement between the predicted and measured plumes. 

Biological Treatment of Nitrate Contaminant 

The results of biological treatment simulated by the model have also been compared 

with the experimental data conducted by Wu (1994}. The simulated conditions are shown 

in Figure 22. It is similar to case 1 condition of contaminant transport except that nitrate is 

added at surface of groundwater and bacteria and carbon material are added the treatment 

reactor for denitrification. The treatment reactor size and measured points are also shown 

in the Figure 22. The biological parameters for the model are taken from Grady and Lim 
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Figure 20. Model predicted and measured plumes (from Wu, 1994) with NaHO uniformly 

distributed through the depth of the upstream tank, with ambient groundwater velocity of 

I m/d and recirculating pumping rate of 100 ml/min. 
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Figure 21. Model predicted and measured influent zones of the RGRW (from Wu, 1994) 

without ambient flow velocity, recirculating pumping rate of 100 mg/min, and NaOH 

added into the RGRW. 
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(1980), Stensel et a!. (1973), Wu (1994), and Widdowson et a! (1988), and are 

summarized in Table 2. 

Figure 22 shows the predicted concentration contour of nitrate in the RGRW 

system. Figure 23 shows the comparison of predicted nitrate profiles with experimental 

results at depths of the extraction interval and injection interval of the well. The simulated 

condition is as following: the ambient horizontal groundwater velocity is I m I day; the well 

recirculation rate is 50 ml/min; the nitrate concentration injected at upstream is 1000 mg/1 

and the rate is 2.5 ml/min (total nitrate loading is 2.5 mg/min); and the carbon added into 

the reactor is 2.0 mg/rnin as TOC. It is assumed that the initial nitrate and carbon 

concentration are zero and initial hydraulic conductivity at the tank is homogenous. 

Reasonable agreement between experimental results and model prediction can be seen. 

According to the flow pattern of recirculation well we know that treated water reinjected 

into the aquifer will form a protection zone at both the upstream and downstream sides. 

When the measured points, such as points A and point H, are not covered by the protection 

zone, the concentration of nitrate will be higher. When the measured points locate within 

the protection zone, the concentration of nitrate is lower. 

Figure 24 shows the comparison of the predicted results by model with experiment 

in same condition as in Figure 23 except that well recirculation rate is 25 ml/min. Again, 

there is good agreement between the predicted and measured nitrate concentration 

distribution. As expected, when the well recirculation rate decreases, the ambient 

groundwater will push the contaminant plume downward and the protection zone at 

upstream side will decrease. Thus, the profile of the nitrate concentration will move 

downward. 
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TABLE 2 The Microbial Kinetic Parameters Used in the Model Simulations 

Property Value 

In the reactor 

Kn* 0.15 mg/L, N03-N 

K,* 12.5 mg/L, TOD 

~· 0.0016 h-1 

Um~Y* 0.29 h-1 

Yn* 0.61mg CelV mg N03-N 

Yc* 0.72 mg Cell I mgTOD 

Kn* 0.03 

Kt* 1.15 

v 16500 cm3 

In the aquifer 

Xr 2500 mg/1 

Kn 0.5 mg/1 

Kc 6mg!l 

Ko. 0.002 h-1 

Um~Y O.Bh-1 

Yc 0.625 mg Cell!mg TOC 

a,. 0.1 

Kn' 0.002 mg/1 

.Ka. 0.01 mg/1 

, 1.25 

~f 1.0 

Mrn 1mg/l 
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Figure 22. Predicted concentration contours of nitrate in the RGRW system. 
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Wu, 1994) at depths of the extraction and injection inteiVals of the well with ambient 

groundwater velocity of 1 mid, recirculating pumping rate of 50 ml!min, and carbon feed of 

2.0 mg!min as TOC. 
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Figure 24. Comparison of computed nitrate distribution profiles and measured data (from 

Wu, 1994) at depths of the extraction interval and injection intervals of the well with 

ambient groundwater velocity of I m/d, recirculating pumping rate of 25 ml/min, and 

carbon feed of2.0 mglmin as TOC. 
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SENSITMTY ANALYSIS 

Multiple simulations were run to test the sensitivity of the model at variation of 

parameters. Since the effects of various hydraulic parameters on the capture zone of the 

recirculating groundwater remediation well have been analyzed in chapter IV, the 

sensitivity analysis here was focused on the biological parameters. 

Effects of Hydraulic Detention Time 

Hydraulic detention time is defined as the volume of the reactor divided by the 

recirculating flow rate. In the continuous stirred tank reactor without cell recycle, hydraulic 

detention time is equal to the mean cell residence time, which is defined as the mass of 

organisms in the reactor divided by the mass of organisms removed from the reactor each 

day (Tchobanoglous and Burton, 1991). Generally, the hydraulic detention time must be 

larger than the critical value minimum detention time 'tmin, otherwise the organisms are 

washed from the reactor faster than they can be produced and process fails. The minimum 

detention timetmin is also called the washout point. Figure 25 shows the typical effect of 

detention time on the effiuent of nitrate and carbon concentration of reactor. As seen from 

Figure 25, the washout point is 3.8 hours; when detention time is less than 3.8 hours, no 

cell growth occurs and no nitrate and carbon are removed. As the detention time increases, 

nitrate and carbon remove rapidly. For the kinetic parameter employed, effiuent of the 

nitrate concentration in the reactor reduces from 1 00 mg/1 to 7 mg/1 with detention time 

from 3.8 hours to 10 hours. When detention time is beyond 10 hours, there are only smaller 

changes in effiuent of nitrate and carbon concentration. 

Figure 26 (a), (b) and (c) show the concentration profiles of nitrate, carbon and 

biomass at the depth of 62.5 em of aquifer near the extraction interval of the well at 
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different detention times. As seen from the figures, during small detention times, much 

residual nitrate and carbon flow out of the reactor and causes higher concentrations of 

nitrate and carbon in both upstream and downstream sides of reactor. As the detention time 

increases, the concentrations of nitrate and carbon apparently decrease. One notes from 

Figure 26 (c) that the biomass concentration in the aquifer is changed from the initial 

concentration of 1 mg/1 to 40 mg/1 at the detention time of 4 hours and changed from the 

initial concentration of 1 mg/1 to 18 mg/1 at detention time of 6 hours. It means that 

denitrification occurs in the aquifer. When the detention time increases to 10 hours, carbon 

concentration in the aquifer reduces to approximate zero. In this condition, no 

denitrification will occur at aquifer, thus no biomass grows in the aquifer. 

Effects ofRatio of Carbon to Nitrate 

The ratio of the added carbon to the influent nitrate nitrogen is an important 

parameter to control denitrification process in the reactor. For ethanol as a carbon source, 

the stoichiometric ratio of carbon to nitrate nitrogen for complete denitrification is 

approximately 0. 81 TOC/ NO; -N. If the ratio is less than stoichiometric ratio, the carbon 

matter will be the growth rate limiting substrate. Figure 27 (a) shows that when the input 

carbon concentration to nitrate ratios is 0.50 TOC/ NO; -N, the ratio less than 

stoichiometric will allow carbon to be depleted very quickly but leave considerable residual 

nitrate concentration in the efiluent. In contrast, Figure 27(b) shows that when the input 

carbon concentration to nitrate ratios is 1.25 TOC/ NO; -N, the excess carbon matter will 

allow complete removal of nitrate but leave a considerable amount of carbon matter in the 

reactor and the effiuent. One may also note from the figures that the rate of carbon to 

nitrate will not affect on the washout point of the reactor. 
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Figure 26 (a)_ Simulated nitrate concentration profiles in the aquifer near the extraction 

interval of the well at different detention time_ 
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Figure 26 (b). Simulated carbon concentration profiles in the aquifer near the extraction 

interval of the well at different detention time. 
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Figures 28(a), 28(b) and 28(c) show the simulated concentration profiles of nitrate, 

carbon and biomass in the aquifer near the extraction interval of the well at different Co/No 

ratios. The simulated condition is the same as in the Figure 26 with the exception of the 

Co/No ratio. From these figures, one may note that when the ratio of Co/No is 0.5, which 

is less than stoichiometric, not enough carbon would leave a relatively large residual nitrate 

concentration in the eflluent and cause nitrate concentration at downstream side of reactor 

to be higher than the drinking water standard. In contrast, when the Co/No ratio is 1.25, 

nitrate becomes the limiting substrate which allows complete removal of nitrate but causes 

large carbon concentrations in the aquifer. Concentration profiles of the biomass, plotted in 

Figure 28(c), indicate that the denitrification in the aquifer is obviously affected by Co/No 

ratio. When the Co/No ratio is less than stoichiometric, concentration of the biomass in the 

aquifer is very low. It suggests that no denitrification occur in the aquifer since no carbon 

in the aquifer in this case. When the Co/No ratio increases to 1.25, the concentration of the 

biomass in the upstream side of the reactor is much higher than its initial concentration. 

This suggests that the carbon being fed in excess of the stoichiometric amount will allow a 

large carbon concentration to flow into the aquifer and to simulate denitrification in the 

aquifer, especially at the upstream side of reactor because both the nitrate and carbon 

concentrations are larger in this area. The growth of biomass at outside of the treatment 

well will cause the biofilm thickness to increase and the permeability to decrease. It agrees 

the experimental observation that flows with over carbon supplied into reactor tended to be 

blocked by the decreased permeability of the aquifer around the exit of the upstream side of 

treatment reactor (Wu, 1994). 
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Figure 27(a). Effect of ratios of carbon to nitrate on effluent of nitrate and carbon 

concentrations (Co/No=O.S). 
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Figure 28 (c). Simulated biomass concentration profiles in the aquifer near the extraction 

interval of the well at different CJN0 rate. 
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Effects of Maximum Specific Growth 

Figure 29 shows that the effect of the maximum specific growth rate J..lmax on the 

effluent of the nitrate nitrogen concentration and the cell concentration at J..lmax=0.50 

(1/hour), J..lmax=0.33 (1/hour), J..lmax=0.20 (1/hour). One can note from the figure that a 

higher value of maximum specific growth rate allows the organism to grow faster so that 

the less operation detention time is needed for the required effluent of nitrate 

concentration. The maximum specific growth rate also will influent on the minimum 

detention time 'tmin (washout point). If J..lmax was increased from 0.2 (1/hour) to 0.5 

(1/hour), the minimum detention time 'tminwould decrease from 5.7 hours to 2.3 hours. 

There is almost no effect when the detention time is larger than 10 hours. 

Effects of Temperature 

The value of the kinetic parameters discussed in the previous paragraphs are 

average for typical conditions, i.e., neutral pH, temperatures around 20 °C, etc. Generally, 

the rate of the microbial growth increases as temperature is increased until a maximum 

value is reached. Figure 30 shows the effect of temperature on the effluent of nitrate at 

different detention times. It is apparent from the figure that temperature has a significant 

effect on the washout point. An minimum operation detention time of 3.5 hours would be 

required if process is operated at 20 °C and 6 hour if process was operated at 15 oc which 

would prevent washout. 

Effects of pH 

The effect of pH on the effluent of nitrate concentration is shown in Figure 31. 

There is almost no effect when the pH is within the range 7 and 9. 5. Beyond that range the 

effect is significant, especially when pH is below 6.5 or above 10. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

In this study, we present a model to describe nitrate transport with biodegration in 

the RGRW system. The model includes denitrification process both in the aquifer and 

treatment reactor, nitrate and carbon advective transport, dispersion, and sorption in the 

porous media. Eulerian-Lagrangian numerical method is employed to solve a set of 

nonlinear governing equations. Simulated results are compared with the analytic solutions 

and experiment data. The agreement found between simulated results and experiment data. 

Sensitivity analyses conducted the performance of RGRW system indicated that the 

hydraulic detention time, the well recirculting rate, the ratio of carbon added into the 

reactor to the influent nitrate nitrogen, and temperature are the most important parameters 

of design and operation ofthe RGRW system. 
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CHAPTERVID 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

CONCLUSIONS 

In this study, two computer models were developed to help design and operate the 

RGRW system. The first model employed a semi-analytical technique for predicting three 

dimensional flow patterns and capture zones of the RGRW in the unconfined aquifer. This 

model can assist in determining the optimum number of RGRWs, their rate of discharge 

and their locations. The second model was developed for simulating the nitrate transport 

and denitrification in the RGRW system. The model couples the nitrate transport equation, 

carbon transport equation, the microbial growth and decay equation, as well as the 

denitrification equation in both of the treatment well (reactor) and the aquifer. The 

nonlinear coupled equations were solved by an Eulerian-Lagrangian method which is highly 

resistant to numerical dispersion in the presence of small dispersivities. The model is 

calibrated and verified again analytical solutions and laboratory experimental data. 

Based on the results of the model simulations, the following conclusions are 

obtained: 

• The recirculating groundwater remediation well system is a promising method for 

treating contaminated groundwater in the aquifer. Numerical results have demonstrated 

that the recirculating groundwater remediation well system can be an effective 

interception of migrating comaminants and can form a hydraulic barrier to protect 

downstream drinking water well. 

• Comparing with a traditional pump-and-treat technique, the recirculating groundwater 

treatment system offers many advantages. For example: there are no lowering of the 

groundwater level, no groundwater extraction, and no seasonal temperature effect. 
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• The recirculation pumping rate is the most important factor affecting performance of 

the treatment well system. Increasing the recirculation rate can increase the width of 

capture zones. But increase of the recirculation rate will reduce the retention time. In 

order to maintain the required hydraulic detention time, the large treatment chamber is 

required. Thus, balance must be considered between the recirculation rate and 

treatment well diameter when designing a RGRW system. 

• The model simulated results show that in order to prevent the clogging of the aquifer 

space with biomass and gaseous products, the carbon added into the treatment well 

should be equal or less than the amount determined by the stochiometric ratio of 

carbon to nitrate nitrogen. However, the limitation of the carbon supply in the 

treatment chamber may leave some amount of nitrate in the reactor and aquifer. 

• The width of the capture zone of the recirculation remediation well changes with the 

depth. The largest width of the capture zone is at its depth near the extraction screen 

section and the smallest is near the injection screen section. 

FURTHER RESEARCH 

Although this work has illustrated the utility of a comprehensive modeling approach 

for the enhancement of our understanding of recirculating groundwater remediation well, 

more accurate predictions of the efficiency of the denitrification both in the remediation 

well system and in the aquifer are required for further studies. Multiple possibilities for 

additional research are presented here: 

• The extension of the two dimensional nitrate transport model into three dimensions will 

facilitate the application of the insight gained from those laboratory studies to the 

exploration of alternative field remediation schemes. Three dimensional model requires 

new numerical techniques for more efficient computation and less computer memory. 
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• The addition of the phenomena such as mass exchange between different phases (solid, 

liquid, gas, and biomass) in the biofilm coupled in the model would improve model to 

predict denitrification in the aquifer. 

• More field tests are required to verify the model. 

• Current understanding of clogging in the aquifer by bubbles produced from the 

denitrification process is inadequate. More studies are needed in this area. 
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APPENDIX G 

Results of EPIC Sensitivity Analysis 

EPIC Variable DRT, Days Required for Drainage to Reduce Plant Stress 
ORT PRCP a SSF PRK QDRN IRGA ET YON VNOJ SSFN PRKN DRNN FNOJ FNHJ yp YAP PRKP MUSS YW UN03 UPP ON GRSG COTP 
days mm mm mm mm mm mm mm '""' '""' '""' '""' '""' '""' '""' '""' '""' '""' Vha Vha '""' '""' '""' ""' ""' 
02 762.80 193 85 227 II 1.10 223.39 320 04 740.33 13.96 3.88 27.25 012 25 61 21!.32 84.00 3.38 003 0.00 15.50 5.52 38!.93 62.31 16.90 5.51 233 

0.5 762.80 193 86 225.28 2.72 222.04 320.04 740 47 1396 3.88 27.03 0.30 25.47 28.32 84.00 3.38 0.03 0.01 15.51 5.52 381 87 62 29 16 91 5.51 2.33 

1 762.80 193 90 222.21 539 219 83 32004 740 79 13.95 388 26.66 0.59 25.25 28.32 84.00 3.38 0.03 Q_QI 15.51 5.50 381.74 62.25 16.92 5.51 2.33 
Dc>cnption of Variable-> 

1.5 762.80 193 92 219 27 8.00 217.44 320 04 741.05 13.97 3.88 26.31 0.96 25.01 28.32 8400 3.38 0.03 0.02 15.52 5 52 381.62 62.22 16.94 5.50 2.33 CN2 Runoff curve numho . .lfttcccikm nl!H,ture u>mlllmn ~ 

2 762.80 193.94 216.53 10.55 215.04 32Q.04 741.18 1400 388 25.98 127 24.n 28.32 84.00 3.39 0.03 O.o3 15.52 5.58 381.47 62.17 1695 5.50 2.33 
COTP Crop yield for picker cotton (1/hal 
DN N luss by denitrification (kgfha) 

" 762 80 193.96 213_91 13 05 212 67 320.04 74122 1409 3.88 25 67 157 24.54 28.32 84.00 3.41 0.03 0.03 15.52 5.72 38128 62.13 16.96 5.50 2.33 DRNN Mmcral N 1<-">~ in ~uh~urfacc drain nov. rkg/ha) 
DRT Drain timc. days rc<jUired for drainage to n•ducc plant 'lr<"'' rrl,l)''>) 

3 762 80 193 97 211.40 15.48 210 3J 320.04 741 22 1420 3.88 25 37 1.86 24.31 28.32 84.00 3.44 0.03 0.04 15 53 5.89 381.10 62.08 16.97 5.49 2.32 ET Evapotr.1mpiration (111m) 

3.5 762.80 193 99 208.97 17 87 208.03 320.04 741 17 14 27 3.88 25.08 2.14 24.09 28.32 84.00 346 0.03 0 05 15.53 599 380 90 62.04 16.98 5.49 2.32 
FNID Fenili7..er N applicd in the fonn NH,-N tkg/haJ 
FNOJ Fcnilii.er N apphcd in the form NO,-N ll..g/h:~l 

4 762.80 194.00 206.61 2020 205.78 320.04 741.11 14.32 388 24.79 2.42 23.87 28.32 84.00 347 0.03 0.05 15.53 6.07 38069 61.99 16.99 5.49 2.32 GRSG Crop yield for grain sorghum Whal 
IRGA lmgation water applied {rnm~ 

4.5 762 80 194.01 2Q4.32 2248 203.57 320_04 741 02 1431 388 24.52 2.70 23.65 28.32 8400 3.47 0.03 006 15.54 6.05 380.48 61.94 17.01 5.48 232 MUSS So!llo$S from walcr cro:,um u~mg a rrmdificd ~H-'.SI.E opti"n fnr '111<111 w.l!~f"<..hed, 

5 762 80 194.02 202.08 24.71 201.40 320.04 740 91 14.30 388 24.25 2_97 2343 28.32 84.00 3.48 0.03 0.06 15.54 6.04 380.25 61.89 17.02 5.48 2.32 
PRCP Pn.:crpitation { mm f 
PRk Percolation below the root mnc (mrn) 

5.5 762.80 194.04 199.90 26.89 19927 320.04 740.80 14.30 3.88 23.99 3.23 23.22 28.32 84.00 3.4< 003 0.07 15.54 603 380.03 6184 17.03 5.48 2.32 

6 762 80 194.05 l97_n 2903 197.19 32004 740.68 1429 388 23.73 3.48 23.01 28.32 8400 34< 003 0.08 15.55 6.02 379.80 61.79 17.05 5.47 2.31 

PRkN Mineral N los~ in pcrcnlare (kg/hal 
PRKP Percolation of P helov. the root moc (i,['/h,l) 
Q Runoff(mm) ' 

6.5 762 80 194 06 195 69 31.13 195 15 320 04 740.56 14.29 388 2348 374 22.81 28.32 8400 3.4< 0.03 0.08 1555 6.01 379.58 61 74 17.06 S47 2.31 
QDRN Suhsurfa..-e drain no~ (mm) 
SSF Lateral suhsurfacc I111W lmnll 

7 762.80 194 07 193.66 33.18 193 15 32004 740 43 14.29 3.88 23.24 3.98 22.61 28.32 84.00 3.4< 0.03 0.09 15 55 6.01 379.35 61.69 17.07 S47 2.31 SSFN Mmeral N loss in suh~urfa\-c llnv. (k~lhJI 
UN03 N uptake by the crop tkglhaJ 

7.5 762.80 194.08 191.67 35.19 191 19 32004 740 29 14.29 3.88 2300 4.22 22.41 28.32 84.00 3.46 0.03 0.09 15.55 6.01 379_14 61.64 17.09 5.46 2.31 UPP P uptake hy the crop lk!!fha) 

8 762.80 194 09 189 72 3716 189-28 320.04 740.16 1429 3.68 2277 4.46 22.21 26.32 84.00 346 0.03 0.10 15.56 6.00 378.91 61.60 17.10 5.46 2.31 
WN0_1 Initial nitrate conccntration rn the ,011 lpprnl 
YAP Soluble Ploss in runoff I kg/hal 

8.5 762.80 194.10 187.81 39.09 167.39 32004 740.02 14.29 3.68 22.54 4.69 2202 28.32 84.00 3.46 0.03 0_10 15.56 6.00 378.70 61.55 17 II 5.46 2.30 YN0.1 NOJloss in surface nrnoff (kg/ha) 
YON Organi~; N loss with sediment (kg/hal 

9 762.80 194.11 185.94 40.98 185.55 320.04 739.89 14.30 388 22.31 4.92 21.83 28.~ 84.00 3.46 ~03_ 0.1_!_ ~~ 6.00 ~4~ ~ 17.12 5.45 2.30 
- -

YP Ploss with sediment (kg/hal 
YW SoillllSS from wind cro~ion (1/hal 
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EPIC Variable WN03, Initial Nitrate Concentration (ppm) in Soil Layers 1 - 3 
WNOJ PRCP a SSF PRK ODRN lAG A ET YON YNOJ SSFN PRKN DRNN FNOJ FNHJ yp YAP PRKP MUSS YW UNOJ UPP ON GASG COTP 
ppm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm k!lha k!lha k!lha '""' k!lha k!lha k!lha k!)'ha k!lha k!lha "" "" """ k!lha '""' "" ""' 

1 762.80 193.98 208.96 17.87 208.02 320.04 741.13 12.98 388 14_63 125 1465 28.32 84.00 3.14 0.03 0.05 14.06 569 321.83 60.41 10.61 508 2.32 

2 762 80 193.98 208" 17.87 208.02 320.04 741.15 13.37 388 16 72 143 16.85 2832 84.00 3.24 0.03 0.05 14.53 5.79 336.12 61.23 12.06 527 2.32 

3 762 80 193 98 208.96 17.87 208.02 320.04 741.16 13.68 3.88 18 81 1.61 19 12 2832 8400 332 0.03 0.05 14.88 5.87 350.60 61.69 13.57 5.39 2.32 

4 762.80 193.99 208 97 17.87 2D8.03 320.04 741.17 14.05 388 20.90 1.79 21.52 28.32 84.00 3.41 0.03 0.05 15.30 5.95 365.61 61.91 15.21 5.45 2.32 l>c~~npuun of Vauabll'' 

5 762.80 193.99 208.97 17 87 208.03 321104 741.17 14.27 3.88 25.08 2.14 24.09 28.32 84.00 3.46 0.03 0.05 15.53 5.99 380.90 62.04 16.98 
CN2 Runoff ~urv.: number. aJltc.:cdcnl mui~turc .:ondJhun 2 

5.49 2.32 COTP Crop yield for p1ckcr.:onon (1/ha) 

6 762.80 193.99 208.94 17.86 208.01 320.04 741.21 1438 3.88 27.16 2.32 26.65 28.32 84.00 3.48 0.03 0.05 15.61 6.01 391.65 62.10 18.75 5.51 2.32 DN N loss by denitrifica1ion (kg/hal 
DRNN Mmcral N loss in subsurface dr.1in now (l..glha) 

7 762.80 193.98 208.75 17.85 207.81 320.04 741.43 14.44 3.88 29.22 250 29.14 28.32 84.00 3.48 0.04 0.05 15.62 6.02 399.19 62.13 20.51 5.52 2.32 lJRT Drain 111n..:, days required for dramagc to reduce pl .. nt ~•r..:-'~ (day>! 

8 762 80 193.97 208.63 17.84 207.69 320.04 741.56 14.50 5.82 31.29 2.68 31.77 28.32 84_00 3.49 0.04 0.05 15.63 6.02 407.08 62.56 2231 5 53 2.32 
ET E \ apolran.,pir.uion ( mm) 
FNH~ Fcniltlcr N applied m the form Nll,-N lkg/ha) 

9 762 80 193 97 208.58 17.83 207.64 320.04 741.62 14.57 5.82 35.46 3.03 34.51 28.32 84.00 3 50 0.04 0.05 15.66 6.03 415.13 62.94 24.13 5 53 2.32 FNOJ Fcmlllcr N applied in the lunn N<),-N (l..g/ha) 
GRSG Crop yJCld for gr.un ~<Jr~hum (t/ha) 

10 762.80 193.97 208_57 17 83 207.63 32004 741.63 14.66 5.82 37.54 3.21 37.19 28.32 84.00 3.51 0.04 0.05 15.69 6.04 423.19 63.05 26.02 5 53 2.32 IRGA lmgahon water apphl-d (nllnJ 
MUSS Soillo'' from wat..:rcro;ion u'mg a mmhlkd MUSLE upltun lur ;mall w~t.:r..hcd~ 

11 762 80 193.97 208 57 17.83 207.63 320.04 741.64 14.74 5.82 39.63 3.39 39.87 28.32 84.00 3.52 0.04 005 15_73 604 431.24 63.05 27.89 5.53 2.32 PRCP PrccJpitaCJon (mm) 

12 762.80 193.97 208 57 17.83 207.63 320.04 741.64 14.81 5.82 43.80 3.57 42.56 28.32 84.00 3.53 0.04 0.05 15.75 605 439.30 63.05 29.76 5.53 2.32 
PRK Pcrculatton below the rout /Unc (mntl 
PRKN Mmcral N los~ m pt:rl·ulatc l~g/ha) 

13 762.80 193.97 208.57 17.83 207.63 320.04 741.64 14.88 582 45.89 3.92 45.25 28.32 84.00 3.53 0.04 0.05 15.78 6.05 447.36 63.05 31.63 5.53 2.32 PRKP Pcrculauun of P below 1ho: rum t.onc (l..~h..t) 
Q Runoff (mm) 

14 762 80 193 97 208.57 17.83 207.63 320.04 741.64 14.90 5.82 50.06 4.28 50.32 28.32 84.00 3 53 0.04 0.05 15.78 6.05 449.48 63.05 32_88 5.53 232 QDRN Sub.,urface dwm Oow \lluu) 

15 762 80 193.97 208 57 17 83 207.63 320.04 741.64 14.90 582 56.31 4.81 56.25 28_32 84.00 3.53 0.04 0.05 15.78 6.05 449 48 63.05 33.91 5.53 2.32 
SSF Uucral .~ub~urfal'C Oow I nnnl 
SSFN Mmeral N loss m~ub~urfacc IJ,>v. l~!'fh..tl 

t6 762 80 193 97 208.57 17.83 207.63 320.04 741.64 14.90 5.82 62.57 5.35 62.17 28_32 84.00 3.53 0.04 0.05 15.78 6.05 449.48 63.05 34.95 5_53 2.32 UNO:"\ N uptak..: by the crop (kf}hal 
UI'P P upt.U..c hy the crop (kg/hal 

17 762_80 193 97 208.57 17.83 207.63 320.04 741.64 14.90 5.82 68.83 5.88 68.08 28.32 8400 3.53 0.04 0.05 15.78 605 449.48 63.05 35.98 5.53 232 WNOJ lottial nilr..ttc concemral1un in thr: >mltppml 

18 762.80 \93_97 208_57 17.83 207.63 32004 741.64 14.90 5.82 75.08 6.42 74.01 28.32 8400 3_53 0.04 0.05 15.78 6.05 449.48 63.05 37.01 5.53 2.32 
YAP Soluble P los~ m runuff tlg/hal 
YNOJ NOJ lo's Jn ~urfacc runoff tkg/h.J) 

19 762 80 193.97 208.57 17_83 207.63 320.04 741.64 14.90 5.82 79.2fl 6.95 79.94 28.32 84.00 3.53 0_04 0.05 15.78 6.06 449.48 63.05 3804 5.53 2.32 YON Orgamc N Ins~ w1th ~cdl!ncnt tkglh..tl 
YP PIn" v.11h '..:dnncnt tkg/ha) 
YW Soil]"~' fr"m wind cm~ulll w'ha) 
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EPIC Variable WN03, Initial Nitrate Concentration (ppm) in Soil Layers 1 - 3 
%Change 
WNOJ I PACP I 0 SSF I PRK I ODRN 1 IRGA I ET YON I YNOJ I SSFN I PRKN I DANN I FNOJ I FNHJ I YP YAP I PRKP I MUSS I YW I UNOJ I UPP ON I GRSG I COTP 

·88% 00% 00% 02% 0.2% 0.2% 0.0% ·0.1% -10.5% ·333% -53.3% ·53.3% ·53.9% 0.0% 0.0% -10.1% 16.5% 0.2% -10.1% -5.5% ·20.9% -3.4% -52.4% -8.1% 0.0% 

-75% 0.0% 0.0% 0.2% 0.2% 0.2% 0.0% -0.1% -7.8% -3.13% -46.6% -46.6% -47.0% 0.0% 0.0% -7.1% ·11.0% 0.2% -7.1% -3.9% -17.4% -2.1% 45.9% -4.6% 0.0% 

63% 0.0% 00% 0.2% 0.2% 0.2% 0.0% -0.1% -5.7% 33.3% -39.9% -39.9% -39.8% 0.0% 0.0% -4.9% -5.5% 0.2"k -4.8% -2.6% ·13.9% -1.4% ·39.1% -2.5% 0.0% 

-50% 00% 00% 0.2% 02% 0.2% 00% ·01% -3.1% ·33.3% 33.2% -332"/o ·32.2% 0.0% 0.0% 2.4% ·5.5% 0.2% ·2.1% ·1.3% ·10.2% -1.0% -31.8% •1.3% 0.0% 

JB% o o·-~ 00% 

25% 0 0"~ 00% 

~2%_!02%_ 
on. o 2~~. 

02% I 00% I"' '".·.L·'.'._'I '2''-%+-+'-'-+-=-+-+-'-'-+---'+'-'-+=+'-+'-'-+'---'+=+'-'-+'---'+=-J 
o a"~ I -a 9~. -3J 3% 0 2~~ 00% 0.0°0 

13"~ 00% 00""• 01"~ 0.1'·0 01'~ 00"~ 00% 04~·. 333"~ 66"·0 ·66% -8.3~~ 00% 00% ·03% 0.0% 0.0% ·0.1% -0.1"~ 1.9% ·0.7% -8.1% 00% 00''• 

O% o o~~ o oo;. o O% o.oo;. o.o% o.o•o o o% o O% o.o~o o.O% o.o% o O% o.o% o.o% o 0% o.o% o O% o O% o.O"'• o.O% 0.0% o O% o.O% o.o% 

13% 0.0% 0 0% 0.0% 0 0% 0.0% 0.0% 0 0% 0.5% 0.0% 13 3% 13.3% 8.6% 0 0% 0.0% 0.3% 5.5% 0 2% 0.2% 0 1% 2.0% 0.6% 8.2% 0.0% 0 0% 

25~0 0 0~0 0.0% 0.0% 0 0% 0 0% 0.0% 0.0% 1.1 01• 0 0% 20 0% 20.0% 17.1% 0.0% 0 0% 0.6% 5.5% 0.2% 0.4% 0.2% 4.0% 0.8% 16.6% 0.0% 0 0% 

38% 0 0% 0 0% 0.0% 0 0% 0 0% 0 0% 0.0% 1 6% 0.0°1o 26 6% 26 6% 25.5% 0.0% 0.0% 0 8% 5.5% 0.2% 0.6% 0 3% 59% 0 8% 25.0% 0.0% 0.0% 

50~'. 0 0% 0 0~0 0 0% 0.0% 0.0% 0 0% 0 0% 2 1% 0 0% 40 0% 33 3% 34.0% 0.0% 0.0% 1.0% 5.5% 0.2~0 0.8% 0.4% 7 9% 0.8% 33.4% 0.0% 0.0% 

63°·~ 0 0% 

75% o O% o o·~ o O% o O% o.o% o O% o.o% 2 7% o o·~ 60.0% 60.0% 58.4% o.o% o.o% 1.1% 5.5% 0.2'·0 1.o% o 5'·• 10.4% 0.8% 47.4% o.o% o O% 

88% 0 0%. 0 0% 00% 0 0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 2 7% 0 0% 79.9% 79 9% T7 1~0 0.0% 0 0% 1.2% 5.5% 0.2% 1.0% 0 5'0 10.4% 0.8% 52 0% 0.0% 0 0% 

100% 0 0% 0.0% 0 0% 0 0% 0.0% 0.0% 00% 2 7% 0.0% 99.9% 99.~. 95.7% 0.0% 0.0% 1 2% 5.5% 0.2% 1.0% 0 5% 10.4% 0.8% 56.7% 0 0% 0.0% 

113'·0 o O% o.o~;, o o% o O% o O% o.o% o.o% 2 7% o O% 119.9% 119.9% 114 3% 0.0% o oo;. 1 2% 5.5% 0.2% 1.0% 0.5% 10.4% 0.8% 61.3% o.o% o.O% 

125% O.Oo/o 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0 0% 0.0% 2 7% 0 0% 139.9% 139.9o/o 133.0% 0.0% 0.0% 1 2% 5.5% 0.2% 1.0% 0.5% 10.4% 0.8% 65.9"4 0.0% 0.0% 

138% 0.0% ooo;. OO% o.o·~ oo·~ OO% OO% 27",~ 00% 1533% 159.9% 151.6% 0.0% 0.0% 12% 5.5% o.2% 1.0% o.s"'. 10.4% 0.8% 705% o.O% o.O% 
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EPIC Variable CN2, Runoff Curve Number- Antecedent Moisture Condition 2 
CN2 PRCP a SSF PAK ODAN lAG A ET YON YN03 SSFN PRKN DRNN FN03 FNH3 YP YAP PAKP MUSS 

mm mm mm mm mm mm mm '""'' '""'' '""" '""" '""" '""'' '""" '""" '""" '""" "" 
74 762.60 131 41 244.51 20.90 243 35 32004 758.59 10.10 1.31 29.34 2.51 30.09 28.32 84.00 2.43 0.02 0.05 9.83 

75 762.80 128.90 246 56 21.08 245.40 32004 759.03 10.06 1.29 29 59 2.53 30.42 28.32 84.00 2.42 0.02 0.06 9.86 

76 762.80 131.34 244.65 2091 243.49 320.04 758.86 10.19 1.31 29.36 2.51 30.14 28.32 8400 2.45 0.02 0.06 10.06 

77 762.80 133 79 242 85 20.76 241.71 320.04 758.51 10.32 134 29.14 2.49 29.88 28.32 84.00 2.49 0.02 0.05 10.27 

78 762.80 136.27 24120 2062 240.07 320.04 757.98 10 45 1.36 28.94 2.47 29.64 28.32 84.00 2.52 0.02 0.05 10.48 

79 762.80 14{121 23927 20.45 238.16 320.04 756.30 1072 1.40 28.71 245 29 35 28.32 84.00 2.59 0.03 0.05 10.84 

80 762 80 142.78 237 78 2033 236 6B 320.04 755 52 10 87 143 28.53 2.44 29.13 2832 8400 2.62 003 005 11.06 

" 762 80 145 07 236 62 20 23 235 52 320 04 754 68 10.98 145 28.39 2.43 28.97 28.32 8400 2.65 0.03 0.05 11.26 

82 762.80 147 22 23532 20 12 234.23 320 04 754 13 tl. 10 147 28 24 2.41 28.78 28.32 84.00 2.66 0.03 0.05 1144 

83 762 80 149.14 234.17 2002 233.10 320.04 753.30 11.15 I .49 28.10 2.40 28.63 26.32 84.00 2.69 0.03 0.05 11.59 

84 762 80 151.00 233 09 19 93 232.02 320.04 752.30 11.20 1.51 27.97 2.39 26.49 28.32 84.00 2.70 003 0.05 11.74 

as 762 80 152.84 232.29 1986 231.23 320.04 751 20 11 25 1.53 27.87 2.38 28.39 28.32 84.00 272 0.03 0.05 11.89 

" 762 80 18619 213.89 1829 212.93 320.04 743.47 1365 3.72 25.67 2.19 24.73 28.32 8400 3.30 O.D3 005 14.81 

87 762 80 186 78 212.10 18 13 21115 320.04 742.83 13.85 3.78 25.45 2.18 24.46 28.32 84.00 3.35 0.03 0.05 15 05 

88 762 80 191.38 210.36 17.99 209.42 320.04 742.17 14,00 383 25.24 2.16 24.31 2S:l2 84.00 3.39 0.03 005 15.29 

89 762 80 193 99 208.97 17.87 208.03 320.04 741.17 14.27 3.88 25.08 2.14 24.09 28.32 84.00 3.46 0.03 0.05 1553 

90 762.80 196.60 207.56 17.75 206.63 32004 740.19 14.07 3.93 24 91 2.13 23.87 28.32 8400 3.41 003 005 15.77 

" 762.80 
"' 20 

205 93 17.61 205.01 320.04 739.43 14.08 3.98 24.71 2.11 23.63 2832 8400 3.41 0.03 0.05 16.02 

92 762.80 201 61 204.40 17.48 203.49 320.04 738 74 14 17 6.05 24.53 2.10 23.40 28.32 8400 3.43 0.03 0.05 16.25 
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YW UN03 UPP DN 

"" '""'' '""" '""'' 
5.05 371.75 60.75 1719 

s.os 371.98 60.78 17.14 

5.06 372.21 60.81 17.17 

5.07 372.41 60.84 17.18 

5.06 372.61 60.87 17.20 

5.07 372.82 60.90 1723 

508 373 04 60.93 17 24 

5.08 373.28 60.97 17.25 

5.09 373.52 61.00 17.25 

5.02 373.33 60.98 17.26 

494 372 89 60.91 17.27 

4.90 372 70 6088 17.27 

567 380.57 62.00 17.18 

575 380.61 62.00 17.18 

5.79 380.73 62.01 16.98 

5.99 380.90 62.04 16 98 

5.45 381.13 62.07 16.98 

5.24 381.26 62.09 16.96 

5.18 381.40 62.11 16.96 

GRSG COTP 

""' "" 
5.49 2.21 

549 2.22 

5.49 2.22 

5.49 2.22 

549 2.22 

5.49 223 

5.49 2.23 

549 2.23 

549 2.23 

5.49 2.23 

5.49 223 

5.49 2.22 

5.49 2.32 

5.49 2.32 

549 2.32 

5.49 2.32 

5.49 232 

5.49 2.33 

5.49 2.33 

Dc~cri ption of Yari01bles 
CN2 
COTP 
DN 
DRNN 
DR! 
ET 
FNH.~ 

FN<H 
GRSG 
IRGA 
MUSS 
PRCP 
PRK 
I'RKN 
PRKP 
Q 
QDRN 
SSF 
SSFN 
UNO.l 
UPP 
WNOJ 
YAP 
YN01 
YON 
yp 
YW 

Runoff curve numh.:r. <lfltcccdcnl rnnhture condmrm ~ 
Crop )tcld for picker cotton (t/ha) 
N Joss by denitrification (kgllm) 
Minoal N to~~ in 'UI>~urf.tec dt:.un ll<m llf'lll.t) 
/ltain hmc. days n:qutrcd lorJrainagc t•~ rcJun· pl;tnr 'trn~ Ida)' l 
Evapotran~pira1ion (mml 
Fcnilizer N applieJ in the fonn Nlf>-N (kg/hal 
Fenili1.er N :~pplicd in the fum1 N0,-1'..: l~g/hal 
Crop yield for grain sorghuntlt/ha) 
Irrigation water ;~pplied {lllnl) 

So1/lo-;~ from water ero~mn u'ing :~ mndiried /1.1( ISLE ''l'hnn fo>J 'tnd/1 w.ltc·r,hnl, 
Pre~Jpilallon (mtn) 

Pcreol:~tron OC/ow the root 7.one (mm) 
Mint'ral N los., in percolate (kg/ha) 
Pcrcolalion of I' hdow the root nme l~!!fha) 
Runoff (rmn) 
Suh~urface dr:~in rlow (lntn) 
Lateral subsurface flow tmm) 
Minernl N los~ in ~ubsurfacc flow tkg/ha) 
N uptake by the crop (kg/Ita) 
P upt:~kc hy the crop (l..g/ha) 
Initial nilr.~tc conccntralton in the ~•HI lppml 
Soluble Ploss in runoff Ck!!fh:~J 
NOJ loss in surf a<.'<! runoff Ckg/h!ll 
Org<~nic N Joss wilh ~edimcntlkg/haJ 
P !o~s Wlfh .~edimenl (~g/ha) 
."iml /o~s from wtnd em>inn lt/ha) 



EPIC Variable CN2, Runoff Curve Number - Antecedent Moisture Condition 2 
%Change 

CN2 ] PRCP a SSF I PRK I ODAN I IRGA I ET YON I YNOJ ] SSFN I PRKN I DRNN I FNOJ I FNHJ I YP YAP I PAKP I MUSS I YW I UNOJ I UPP ON I GRSG I COTP 

-9% 0.0% -94% 3.3% 33% 3.3% 0.0% 0.5% 8.1% -94% 3.3% 3.3% 3.9% 0.0% 00% -8.3% -9.4% 3.4% -12_7% -0.6% .0.4% -0.4% ·0.3% 0.0% ·0.9% 

-7% 00% ·11.1% 42% 42% 4.2% 0.0% 0.6% ·8.4% -11.1% 42% 42% 5.0% 0.0% 0.0% ·8.7% ·11.1% 4.3% ·12.4% -0.5% -o.J% .{).3% -Q.6% 0.0% -o.7% 

6% 00% 9.5% 3.4% 3.4% 3.4% 0.0% 0.6% -72% -9.5% 3.4% 3.4% 4.1% 0.0% 0.0% -7.4% -9.5% 3.6% -10.6% -o.J% -o.J% -0.3% -0.5% 0.0% -Q.6% 

-5% I o.O% -7.8% I 2.6% I 2.6% I 2 6% I o.o% I o 5% I -6.0% I -7.8% I 2.6% I 2.6% I 3.2% I o.O% -~~~~~-1~1~1~1~1-1-1~ 

-4% I o.o% -61% I 1.9% I 1.9% I 19% I oo% I 04% I -4.9% I -61% I 1.9% I 1.9% I 23% I ooo;. o.o% I -s.o% I -6 1% I 2.1% I -6.9% I -0 3% I ·0.2% I -0.2% I ·0.3% I o.o% I -o 4% 

2''• l 0.0% -34''• \ 1.1% \ 11% \ 11% I oo% I 02% l-2.4% \ -34%\ 1.1% \ 1t% I 13% I oo% o.o% I -2.4% I -34% \ 1.1% I -37% I --o.1% I -0.1% I -0.1% I -0.1% I o.o% I -03% 

16"1.1 o5% I 05% I os~-. I oo~~ I 01~0 1-u% l-1.6% l 05% I o.5% I o.6% I oo% 0.0% ·0.1% 

0.0% 0.0% 

~~-~~ 
f--;;-T oO% 00% I 00''• I 0.0'1• I OO% I 00% I 00% I 00% I 0.0% I 0.0% I 0.0% I 00% I 0.0% 

1% I oo~~ 15% I -06% I -0.5% I -05% I oo% I -0.1% I 1.1% l 15% I ·0.6% l -0.5% I -0.6% I o.o% OO% I 1.1% I 1.5% I -0.6% I 1.6% I o.2% I 01% I o.1% I o.o% I ooo;. I 0.1% 

2% I o.o% 28% I -1.0% l-10% I -10% I oo% l ·02% I 1.5% l 28% I -1.0% l -10% l -12% l o.o% 00% l 1.6% l 28% I -0.9% l 30% I -1.2% l DO% I 0.0% l 0.1% l 00% I 0.0% 

4% 1 o o•.·, 41% I -1.5% I ·15% \ -1.5% I ooo;. \ ·03% I L9% I 41% l-1.5% I -15%\ ·1.6% \ o.o% o.oo;. I 2.0% I 4.1% \-1.5% I 43% I -2.6% I -0.1% I -0.1% I 0.1% I ooo;. I -02% 

5'~ I oo% 5.4% I -18% I ·1.8% l-1.8% I o.O% I -05% I 25% I 5.4% 1·1.8% \-18% I -2.0% I oo% 00% I 2.6% l 5.4% I ·1.9% I 5.6% I -3.5% I ·0.2% I -0.1% l o.1% l o.oo;. I -0_3% 

s·~ 0 0% 28.3% 9 6"'• -9.6~0 -9.6% 0 0% 1.5% 24 3'1o 156 7% ·9.6% ·9.6% ·14.6% 0 O% 0.0% 24 7% 21.2% -9.8% 31.5% 11.6% 2.0% 1.7% -Q.4% 0.0% 3.9% 

7% 0.0% 30.1% -104% 104% ·103% 00% 1.6'/Q 261% 160.3% ·10.4% ·10.4% ·155% 0.0% 0.0% 265% 22.9% -105% 33.7% 13.3% 2.0% 1.7% ·0.4% 0.0% 3.9% 

9% 0.0% 31.9% -111% 11.1% -111% 00% ·17% 27.5% 163.8% ·111% -11.1% -Hi.!% 0.0% 0.0% 27.9% 24.6% ·11.3% 35.8% 13.9% 2.0% 1.7% -1.5% 0.0% 4.0% 

10% 0.0% 337% ·117% -11.7% ·11.7% 0.0% ·18% 29.9% 167.4% ·11 7% -117% -16.8% 0.0% 0.0% 30.4% 26.3% -11.9% 38.0% 18.0% 2.0% 1.8% ·1.6% 0.0% 4.1% 

11% 0.0% 355% ·12.3% -12.3% ·12.3% 0.0% ·19% 28.1% 1710% ·12.3% ·12.3% -17.6% 0.0% 0.0% 28.5% 28_0% ·12.6% 40.1% 73% 21% 1.8% ·1.5% 0.0% 4.1% 

12% 0.0% 373"/o ·13.0% -13_0% ·130% 0.0% ·20% 28.2% 174.6% ·13.0% •IJ.Oo/o -18.4% 0.0% 0.0% 28.7% 297% ·13.2"!0 42.3% 3.2"/o 2.1% 1.8% ·1.6% 0.0% 4.2% 

14% 0.0% 390% 13.6% .13_6•1, -13.6% 00% ·21% 29.0% 316.9% -13.6% ·13.6% -19.2% O.O"k 0_0% 29.5% 31.3% -13.9'% 44.4% 2.0% 2.2% 1.9% ·1.7% 0.0% 4.3% 
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APPENDIX H 

Representative Crop Management Schedules 

Furrow Irrigated Cotton- Baseline BMP, Current Conditions 
IJ-Ilr1 J~"' 
N-,Nnrrnal Y•·:u 
w~,_~_, __ 

IIN.W 
IJ.N.W 

" " ll,N.W 

l>.N.W 

l>.N.W 

I>.N.W 
il,N.W 

N_W 

D.N 
IJ.N 
I>.N.W 
D.N.W 
I>.N 

I>.N 
D.N.W 
I>.N.W 

D.N.W 

D.N.W 

D.N.W 

D.N.W 

ll.N.W 

" !! 

" w 
IJNW 
l>.N.W 

D.N.W 

D.N.W 

~ 
D.N.W 

D.N.W 

D,N.W 

D.N.W 

ll.N.W 

D.N.W 

h~-~,-, ( ·,unn . !:_1'1~:_( __ ._,~'1'3 m 11'\1~~-U_{!!!.' I 1,~:!:._ -~ I'J!~-' :·~Ill f-/11,, I llm IIJ>I'IUirml 

I I 10 Appl}' rrc·c·nu·rf'<'lll hnh~e·id•·. '"il mnorpor.uc·d II<>!'~-- 1 

~~~ I~ h:rt~l~lry, 'tori an· aQI!!ted 1 

Border [)itchinJ!, tumlin,!! hhKk <"tHh 1~'1'"'"1\"n lnr lurrow lrrtl!~lllln 
["UTHJV. ]flii.':.IIIOn 

]() !Cultivate 
]:{) 

" " 16 

14 IHonkr D1t~hing. formmg_.hl!_x:k ends i!!_Jlreparatiun_fur furrow tmgatJOn 
l'i IFurww Irrigation 
20 A l in\l'l'llctde to ~ontrol nvt·rwintl'nn m~ea•nn ~olton bttll weeviL, 

14 C'ultiv:uc 
14 Bnrdcr Dtt<:hm . furrmn • hlo<:k l'mh in 11<: .~ro~lum for furro1.1. trriJ!ahnn 
1 ~ Furrow lni ~\ton 
]:O ~!.)•_jno;ectt~ttll' to control in_~ea<;oll colton hull weevils 
~ ~_dua~'e in,e.-llcidc To cuntrul wee~·th 
14 Hnr&:r Ditchin fllrmm hllx:k t•mh in rc ;u~tinn for lurww irngatmn 
15 Furrow lm)!atiun 
l'i Apply dual purpo'-C in,ccticid.: tn omtml weevils 
20 ApQ!y dual JlUI~J<;c (_p_l!cthroitll insecticide tn mntrot b01h weevils and wnnns 
~ ~dual 11 1~c ( vrcthrnidl in,cdit:idc to control hoth wce\'ils and \Hlml<; 

14 Homkr Du~hm)!. tornmt)! hi<Kl end.; 10 preparatwn lor furrow irrigation 
15 !Furrow lrricattuo 

:!O 

~~~ Harve't- pi.-kcr ~nnon 
20 Kill cotton crop 

2'i Shrcddin • 

I Plowing 

' Swce -C'hi,cl 
10 Di~ciog-offsct 

15 Discin~Z·nff~t 

20 lli~cin,e:-nffo;;.cl 

12 I I~ Bcddt_n_g_ 

Chan&<;~_in _f'<.''''~'td<;_ :~ppli~·att-"llS or imt;_~ti!'"' dttl' !<> _ram_f.lii_!.:_O!Iditi•m' 

l:I'IC I 
Till:ll'l' II 

~ 
"' " l9 , 
l9 

"' 72 
)) 

'" " )) 

19 
i«i 
n 
)) 

)) 

80 
72 
)) 

)) 

II 

"' n 
II 
II 

II 
II 

1! 
41 

2 
24 

" .H 

33 

TI 
" 

Under nnrrnal rainfall''<mdumn~. d.:notcd IN). H in,edll'tdc appli~alt<m< arc· gc·ncro~lly 'ut ncicnt to control cotton !"-"''~ 
Four imgatton< nfli"" each supply 24"" of irrignt1on "·''"'at 21.1 dll~icn~y = Hi"" nf,.,atn ~upplicd tn cmp 
One preplan! ~rhictdc· :•pplicatiun tor '-I.Ccd wntrnl 

During wet yrars. den<ttcd wtth a (W). two additional apphcation'. (I) uf Guthinn ~nd (I) llfKJmle. m;ty he reqmrcd 
Two irriga1ion' ofO" each supply 12"" nf in·igation w.ucr at 2/_l cffici,·m·y = R · ot \\<lll'f <11pptied to crop 

1 Jurin)! dry }·car. Ill). nfll" k'' Guthwn ;tppliuuimo may h<" 'ufti,·i<"nl 
S" irn.r:tti'"'' nl h" c.tclt ,upph 1h" of orll).'atlon w,.,,., "' ~/1 dtic·tclln--, 2-1" ol "aln "'rrltnl tn rrnp 

Prediction of Eltects of BMPs on Agricultural NPS Pollut'on in !he Arroyo Colorado Watershed 

EPIC Pes1ici<k 
lmi!ation ~1'~-~~~cid.: Pc-ell·idc Tr.ulc Name AppL Ralcs 
Voolum•· (C'urnnmn Namd !Active In •rcdicn1) 

t~/1111 I /M, 

--r :!-'i_~ rn:ll;m (Tri1lura!in) lhl! [ __ "i() 

1 "i2 

1 ~2 
L!2 Gulhion IAlmpho<.·mcthyll _____L 0 2!\ _ _l__O~J 

1~2 

I 122 Guthinn IAtinpho~-m~th)·l) I 0.21! I IL2.'i 

152 

I 122 Guthion (AJinphos-methyl) -r 0.28 1 025 
122 Guthion IATI~O~·rncth h -1- 0.2R -1- 0 ,, 

!52 

I 122 Guthion (Azinphos-meth I) -r 028 1 0.25 

I no Karate (Cyhalolhrin) 003 O.OJ 
130 Karate IC ·hulorhrin) 0.03 ()_()_'\ 

1 ~:! 

I 122 Gmhion (Azinphm;-mctlwll 1 0 1R 1 0.25 

I IJO Karate !Cyhalothrin) o.m 0.03 

96 Dw IThidiaturon) 0.17 015 
I '·' DEF ITribufos nr Phos horotrithioate)_J I 23-+ I 10 

This repre,et\ts IPM (Full Implementation) 
For mid-lcvei!PM. add I Guthion and I Karole application (li/1 and 6110) 
1-'or low-level!PM. add 2 moreGuthion applications (111 nnd 7/10) 
and I llnhenc application for aphid~ at 0 4 lh/~cre (_~/\) 

87 

P Apphcalion 
N Rates (a~ P) 

Aprlu:ation Rate~ l•,o,- 2.27P 
~ •/IIi/ I /J,i,,, ~ •lh<l _l_ 11>111< 

07.~~ -t--J'O :'-'UtJ-+ 2!' 4 



Dryland Cotton- Baseline BMP, Current Conditions 
l};;;:l)ry ~·ear 

N=Nnnnal)"earl J•kkcr Cotton- EPIC Crnp #in lJSilACROP.DAT = S, PIIU:2900 
EI'IC 

Tillage# 
W=Wel year 

ll.N.W 

D.N.W 

D.N.W 
D.N.W 
D.N.W 

I>.N.W 
nxw 
D.N.W 
D.N.W 
D.N.W 
D.N.W 
ll.N.W 

I 2_ ,, 

10 Cultivate 
I~ Planl pi~kcr ~olton with rnw planter. Potcntiallkat Unih fur nop'"" 2900 
I~ Apply preemcrgcnt herbicide. soil incorporated (top 2") 

10 

" 
l:'i Cultivate 19 

20 A I in,,·ctKidc to control conon lkaho ·r~ II 

~n Cultrv:tl<' __ 1'1 

~- A.Ll'!J. ~,;,,.,.ll,·uk ~~~ ~onurol;,wt wml<'ttn •/~;,,r;,,on n>lton hull wccnh - II 
20 A I tlu;tl u •~c ( Yrl'lhruidJ in~cctic·idc to wntwlllo!h wcc~ih and worm~ II 
5 Ar>nlv Jual Pllf11llSC (pyrcthroid) inwdicitlc h> contrnl tmth "''"cvi], and worm' II 

20 Harvest - pi,;;kcr o;;nllnn 

20 Kill cnnnn cro 

2'i ShredJin • 

I Plnwm~ 

~ Swccr-< 'ht,cl 

10 Dh,;;in~-nff~ct 

15 D•~cin -orr,._., 
20 Dbcin -<lff....-t 

71~useDEF) II 

II 

" :!! 
" 
" B 
-~] 

~ 
D 

12 I 15 Hcddm?: " Ch;I_~~~~nJllic;~ti<Jn> due l<l rainr_;!_[l0!1!~i!iQrr.,_ 
Under normal rainfall conditions. dcnntcJ with an (NJ. four in,c(;tio;;idc :~pp!i•·atum~ arc );l'ncrally ,ufli,;;icnt tn (;Untrnl o;;nllon pe'h 

One prc•·rnerg..:nl hcrbictdc applicatron for weed control al plunllll!! 
Durin,: liT)· n·al'. dcnotrd wnh a(!)). nne It''' GuthlPn application may llr 'ulfll'tcm 

Irrigation 
Volume 
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F:PIC 
Pesticide 

• 
Pesticide Trade Naote 

(Common Name) 

255 ITrdlan (lritluralin) 

" 
122 
122 
130 
96 

'·' 

Hidnn (l)tcrotQr!:ulo;) 

tiuthii>IIIA/III[lh"' mo.:thyl) 

Guthinn ( A7inphn>·111Cihyll 

Karate tCyhalothrinl 
Dmpp (lhidiazuron) 

DEF !Tnllufos or Pho~phorntrithio<lte) 

Pesticide 
Application Rates 

(Acth·e Ingredient) 

E;f!_w j lblr.J! 

1.611 I 50 

0" () 20 

0 ~~~ I) 2~ 

() 2!! () 25 
()_()_~ ()()] 

0.17 0.15 
I .2_1 110 

N 
A lication Rates 
k !lw /him· 
]16 ~0 

I' Application 
Rates (asP) 
P10~: 2.27P 

k •RnJ /hlac 
14.8 ]] 



Dryland Cotton - Baseline BMP, Current Conditions 
():Dry year 

N=:Nonnal yearj l'kkcr Colton· EI'IC Crup #in IISJ)ACROP.IJA T = 5, PlfU,2900 
W=:cWif'l}'ear 

I>.N.W = 29(X) 
D.N.W 
IJ.N,W 

,D.N.W 
D.N.W 

N.W 

!~~~--
ll.N.W 

~ 
~ 
P.N.W 
D.N.W 

~ 
~ 
IJ.N.W 
I>.N.W 

1.~ ICulrivarc 
20 !Arr!y imccricidc to control conun flcahtwrs 
:!0 ICuJtivarc 
I lAflTJIY in~t·l·U.:-;-tk· '" runrml ovcrwml<·nngf•n'ca~un cntttln hull weevils 

(, ~ ~ ~·lual_p~nJ'"''' tryr..rhrui,l) urwrrirido.· '" n•nrrol horh lh'l'Vih and worr11~ 
-~ A 111 <hHLI 1111 ~·~c ( 1 rcrhrorJ UIM:..:ucrdc !U nmrnollmrh WCC\'Ih and worm\ 
'\ Apply dcfoli~nl L!9'~ u~c f)ropp/71';1 u~c J>Efl 

'i ,\rrt ddnhanr (.!<J'.f U\c Dn_ppl_71':f U\C DEI'l 

:w Harn''' _:___Q_I_t:ker l'ollnn 

:w Kill cnuon non 
::0.5 

10 

f.I'IC 
Tlll.aJ:cll 

!!'_ 
19 

!2_ 
II 
i9 
II 

II 

!.! 
II 

II 
l! 
41 

22. 
Ii 
B. 
JJ 
]3 

3J 
ll.N.W I !Z I .. ~ ltkdd!__r:l_L I 15 

~~~~j~_~ilirLt(!;...ii.mill.;;ai!!:!m_ due to rain(~l_l__i_!lr:!dilion~ 
Under normal rainfall conditions. dcn01cd wi1h an !NJ. four insecticide applicatmn~ arc ~encrally suffiricnt tn control cotton pests 

One pfl"l'mcrgcn! herhicidc application for weed control at plantrng 
During dt~· yt:al'$_ tlcnotL"<-1 1.1-llh a fl)). one Jc,_, Guth1on applic~tinn may~ '>uffkicnt 

lrrigalion 
Volume 

in. 
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F:PIC I Pesticide Trade Name 
Pesticide (Common Name) 

• 

255 ITreflan (Triflurn]in) 

43 lHidrinlDLCfOtul'hO\l 

122 
I .!2 

!lY 
% 
8j 

Guthi1>n CA7inph~••·mc!hyl) 
Guthwn I Alill[lhn~ -mrthyl) 
Karate (Cyhalothrin) 
Drorp Hhidiazuron) 
DEF [Trihufo~ or Ph~orutrithioatc) 

Pe~licide 

Application Rates 
(Active In n:dienl) 

kl!lha lhltl< 

1.68 1.50 

0.22 o.:w 

0 2!! f) 2~ 

0 211 0.25 
OOJ O.OJ 
017 0.15 
J.:n 1.10 

N 
A licallon Rates 

k !ha !Wac 
Jl6 _lO 

P 1\pplication 
Rates (a~ P) 

PzO~= 2.27P 
k lim tWa, 
14.11 u 



Furrow Irrigated Grain Sorghum- Baseline BMP, Current Conditions 
D=Llry year 
N=Norrnal year I (iraio Sorghum· EPIC Crop It in USDACROP (lA T = J. PIIUo:-:!000 EPIC 

Til~# W=Wcr vcar 

M1•11tl1l IJm-1 Qpaatr1"' 
D.N.W I I I 10 J~lyfcr1iliJer~.-~urfac~cd) !Q 

!.'!. 
.!Q 
19 

ll.N.W 

I>.N.W 
i»GV 
D.N.W 
IJ,N.W 

D.N.W 

15 ICultiv;~tc 

Ill 
111 

" ~~ ~ 

I~ 19 

lrTigauon 
Volume 

'" 

EPIC 
Pesticide 

• 
Pesticide Trade Nallle 

CC01nmon Name) 

2_'i_'i /Tn.•flan (Trifluralin) 

Pesticide 
Application Rates 

(Active l~edicnt) 
_!x!lw I /blw 

0.78 0.70 

N 
Application 

Rate• 

ll:flw I /Mu 
IJ.'i I 120 

P Application 
Rates ta~ P) 
P~j = 2.27P 

kgf!w I Ibla1 
29.6 J 26 

ll 
ll 
D.N.W 

ll.N 

:~ ;:~~::: ',::~l·~:111111 :11 ln!lum' hlt~d, nlof, Ill !'ll'Jl-ll;iiHl!l l"r fuc.:"-c"'"-' -c""""'''"'li•co"c_' ---t-~'-t--.,.,.,-+-,-+---+---------------+--+---t---J---f---t---~ 

~ 
!!:!i 
D,N 

D.N.W 

~ 
ll.N.W 

~ 
~ 
D.N.W 

i>:N.W 
D.N.W 

!Q 
II 
12 

14 ('uluv;~tc 

14 Hnrdcr Dikhio).!, ltornnnc hlod; end .. in Pfl'Pnwnno tor furrow Irrigation 

I~ I Furrow lni~:auun 
14 )HnrUcr Ditd1in)!. funmn,c hlud cnth in prcpar;.~tinn fur furrow ITnj!atum 

l"i IFurnw.·lrrij!:atinn 

20 

"' Ill ,, 
20 

15 

" 15 IBctldin 

{'_h_;~,n~rui!-_JlC<;_!!~_llle_jlpl!li~aJio_m oU!:!l.t.U.inn~ du_o:_tn rain_f,l[lJ.:Q_n\,llti<J!)_'o_ 
t !ndcr nonnal rainfall condihnn_,, 

Gram ~nrghum crop~ m the area typically do not rcn-i~c in><'<'Ucidc apphcatinn~ 
One pR'Cill(."rgcnt hc!hlcl<lc apphcatinn at plantmg 

72 

~ 
72 
II 

~ 

" ~ 
_l] 

ll 
]3 

" 

Twnlrri!'ath'"' (l>cnot<.·d w11h Nl of 0' l'<~ch 'upply 12" "f inif!.llinn walcr at 2/l cfticicnry = !\' of w;~tcr ~upplkd In ~:rnp 
During wet years. 

Irrigation nm rcqum:d 
During dry ycap;, 

Three irngati'"'' lllcnol<'t] \o\llh ])) of 6 · e:1t:h \Upply I!\" ol lrflJ!:IIinn wat<·r al 21' ctflcicncy = 12'' nf water supplied to crnp 

Prediction of Effecls of BMPs on Agricultural NPS Pollution in lhe Arroyo Colorado Watershed 
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Dryland Grain Sorghum- Baseline BMP, Current Conditions 
ll=Dry year 
N"'Nnrmal year 
We= Wet year 

D.N.W 
D.N.W 
ll.N.W 
ll.N.W 
D.N.W 

ll.N.W 

r:;:~_·:-
Ti.N.W 
ll,N.W 

IJ.N.W 

~ 
D.N.W 

Montlr 

!!.! 
II 

Gr~in Sorghum EPIC Crop II in USDAlROP llAl = -~· PtiU::.:!OOil 

llm 0 trllliou 

1 'i Apply fenilill'r (dry. surface applied l 

Hl ICultrvatl· 

l'i lanll'r.l'otcntrallk.JtlJnlt~ rorcm ::20110 

I' 
l'i ICultivarc 

20 lllarvc•l_- gram ~mghum 

10 Kr]]\Of humc'H'' 
10 ShrcrMrrr• 
l'i l'lnwrn• 
16 Swl'C r-duwl 

20 I li":ing olf~et 

1 ~ Di'dn -olf>l'l 
1 ~ Bcddrng 

rl!i!!li~5_ll:!_IJH_~lC!fl d_~_~J!ill!!11~11 C<JI!oJij\!lD'
llndcr n<~rnr.al rainfall cnnditinns. 

Grain ~nrghum crop~ in the area typically do ont rel·civc inscctkuk :rpplkatino' 
Nn lrcrhru<k or in,<.xtrdd•.· <~pplkatron' undn rt<ormal c<lnditi<lll' 

EPIC 
Trllage 

• 
10 

!2. 
.!.. 
!'! 
!'! 
II 
41 

" 
" B 
1l 
:n 

" 

Irrigation 
Volurne 
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EPIC 
Pe.~ticidc 

• 
Pesticide Tralk Name 

(Common Name) 
Pesticide 

Application Rate-~ 
(Active In redient) 

_tgllw /blo<" 

N 
Applicatton 

Rate~ 

t /ha lb/m 
JJ 63 ~() 

P Application 
Rates (a' P) 
P~O, "'2.27P 

tgllw I lhla1 



Furrow Irrigated Corn- Baseline BMP, Current Conditions 
IJ;J)ry year 
N=Normal year 
W;Wct year 

ll.N.W 

I),N.W 

D,N.W 

IJ.N.W 

I>.N.W 
ll,N,W 

Momlr I~ 

" 10 
10 

" " 

Com- EPIC ('rnp# in USDACROP.DAT = 1. PHU:d95U 

Opt ration 

~knilt/t'r(dry. surfat't' apph.-d) 

Ct~hivatc 

Border Dilching. fnmting h!~k end~_f~r furrow irrigation 

Plant com with row planter. Potential Heal Unil> __ ~!!_~rop ;- 1950 

Apply prccrn~·rgcnl hcrhkidc. surface applied 

10 ll"ullivatl' 

EPIC 
Tillage 

• 
10 
19 

"' 
19 

Irrigation 
Volume 

EPIC 
Pesticide I Pesticide Trade Name 

!Common Name) 

255 lPruwl (Pendimelhalin) 

Pe~tkidc 

Application Rates 
(Active Ingredient\ 

kf!llra I lb!tlc 

0.7!1 I ruo 

N 
Application 

Rates 

k /ha /Mw 
168 150 

P Applrca1inn 
Ratt's (asP) 

P!>l- 2.27P 

kzlhu I lblui 
24.7 22 

" l'i Br•nkr1Wrhmc.lorrninr_~~~~:~<!'.J~~~~r·<u1on KO l l l 

" ll.N.W 

l'i l·u1ww[m•a11<111 12 J l'i~ l l 

!TN 
[).N 

!TN 
D.N 

D.N.W 

D.N.W 

l>.N.W 

ll,N,W 

ll,N,W 
ll.N,W 

I>.N.W 

I>.N.W 

I() 

" 12 

[0 Crrlti~ate l'-1 

l'i Burda lludun •.lorrnm' l>ln<.:l cnrh lor turruw irrr '.1t1un KO 

l'i l'urrow [m anon 72 

l'i Rnnkr llitch1ng. formin • "h>~.·k ~·n<.h for lum1w irrieatinn 80 

l'i Furrow Irrigation 72 

20 HarHst- Com .'i I 

]() Ki!lcnrnr~ 41 

10 Shrcddin • ~7 

15 Swecp-chi~cl 32 
20 lli~cing-off~el l' 
15 D1~cm -off~cl 33 

15 Discin -off-cl 3] 
15 BeddiM !_~ 

{:!!;!.!JltC~_in irr•.&.aliQ!l~ ~m;_JQ_!!ili!filll~<m~ 
l!ndcr normal rlmfall conditmn' t<knnted with N) 

Two im):alinn~ offl"' cac·h -.upply I~ of irri)':"tion '-'>.llcr at '21' l'ffi<:r<'llC) = !-i · <tl "'"lcr ~uppt,,·d t" cmp 
I luring v.CI year~ (tk•not<'<i wnh Wt. 

lm!!alilln no! R'<lllircd 
Dunn!! dry Y<'<W> (derHHed ""ith ])) 

Three 1rrt!!a!l<Hl' o! r.-- e.Jch 'upply I !-i nf irrrg:mon "-<lll'r ;~t ::.n elfic·ienl-) - 12"" n! "~tcr 'llpplkd hl crop 

P,·~ticirk Applicatwn:> 
( )ne prn'lll<'fj!l'TI! !1<.'1\lrc·ak app!rcalrnn a! pl:mtin~·-

PrP-diction ol Eflecls of BMPs on Agricultural NPS Pollution in the Arroyo Colorado Watershed 
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Dryland Corn- Baseline BMP, Current Conditions 
D=Dry year 
N=Nomud )·ear Corn. 1-:I'IC Crup # inliSUA.CROI'.DAT = 2,1'111J,I'J50 
W:.=Wcl_year 

Month IJ!I\ Ot>l'rulion 

D.N.W I " A pol fer1ili1cr (drv. surfa~c armlicd) 

D.N.W ' Ill Cultivate 

D.N.W ' " Plant com Wtth row pbnta. Potential Heat Units for crop - 1950 

D.N.W 1 10 Cultivate 

D.N.W ' 111 Culuv:tt~ 

ll.N.W ' ~(I liar\'<'' I- f'IJrn ---------
ll.N.W ., 10 Ktll l"<IIU (li\JI 

D.N.W " Ill SlncoJJin" 

ll.N,W ' " Ph>win): 

ll.N.W ' 10 SwcqHhiscl 

D.N.W ' 20 lliM:mg-off~ct 

IJ.N.W 10 " Dis(;inl!-nfhct 

D.N.W II " Hcddm!! 

A"uuw<lthc- 'alltl' mmla!!c·utcnt tor wet. nnrmal and dry )Tar~ 

EPIC 
Till11ge 

• 
10 

" 
19 
19 

5i 
·II 
17 

" 32 
:n 
.n 

" 

Irrigation 
Volume 
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EPIC 
Pesticide !Pesticide Tntde Name (Common Name) 

• 
Pesticide 

Application Rates 
(Actin lnzredient) 

k!(l!ra I lh/m· 

N 
Application Rates 

k. iha /blac 
84.o7 n 

P Application Rates 
(asP) 

P10~::: 2.27P 

k~<:lha I lblw 



Furrow Irrigated Sugarcane (Plant Cane)- Baseline BMP, Current Conditions 
D=Dry year 
N.=Nurma! }~';1r 
W-,V.'cl I'~Jr 

I Month 

D.N.W 

ll.N.W 

ll,N.W 
DN.W 

ll.N.W 9 
D.N.W ' D.N.W ' ll.N.W 9 

IJN.W ' D.N.W ' I>.N.W ' D.N.W '! 
II "' [)_)'-;_\\ II 
D.N.W II 
ll.N_W " ll.N.W 
ll.N.W ' I>.N.W ' ll.N.W 4 
IJ.N.V. 4 

llNW ; 
IJ.N.W ; 
ll.J\:.\1.' ' ]I ' 
1>.~ 6 
D.N 7 

D.N.W 7 

D.N.W 7 

D.N K 
ll.N.W K 
D.N ' ~ 
D.N.W 
ll.N.W 

io"~" 

11 
14 

" " 16 

16 

17 

IK 

" ~() 

" " :!'l 
10 

10 

ll 

J' 
10 

10 

Ill 

--

" I 

" 15 

I 

" I 

Sug:.u-~:mc (Pl:Jm Cane)- EPIC Crop It m USDAC'ROP.I>AT = 77 

0 t'r/1/101/ 

weed di~kmg or ~hredding or prt!viou' crop 
Plowing or deep subsoil rippine: 
Surface di~kmg 

Land planing /laser kvclmgJ 
dr..~wing ufplant furrows 

fcnilw~r apphc:uion Henili1cr lff>-l) 

krlilller application (fertilizer it6S) 

pl:uuing/sced covenng (4-6 tons/acr.:) 

hcrbJcJdc apphcauon lprc-cmergenL-e) 
herbic1dt:: applicatiOn (pre-cmcrgcncc) 
hU1ld honkrs 
furrow migauon 

furrow inigatmn (dry yean. onlyl 

lnud. down bon.lt:~ 
culti\·ate and reshape cane TOY.\ 

~ulnvate and reshape ~ane row> 

.:ultivau: im.:rrows 

hcrbi<.:tdc application lpo,t-cmcrgcncel 
hcrhicio.k applicatiun (po~t-.:mergen~e) 

rchuild bnrders 

I furrow irngatton 
~pot ~pray or aerial appli~atiun of hcrbi~id.:> 

spot spray or aerial applicauon of herbtctdes 

>pot spray or aenal applicatton of herbtctdes 

furrow trnl!:atlon I dry years oolyl 
furrow irrigation 

furrow trnganon 

knock down and rebutld weedy borde~ 
furrow irrigation 

fltrrow irrigation 

furrow irrigatmn 

furrow irrigation 
knock down hordcrs (prc-harve~t prepar'-ltton) 

harrow tumrows (prc-h:m·cst prcparatJOO) 

hum & har.·cst 

~-b!!P.J:.l'~ m l!TI£·ltton~ due N ra•!l!;!!l_!.:Q_n_Q)tlnn~ 
Untlc·r IHHillal ramf.dl .:unditiorh (dcnulcd with N), 

Elght trri~ali<m' uf6" cac·h "llflply 41" uf 1rri~a\1Un WJtcr at 2JJ dftc'l~IKY = 2lS of water 'upplt.:d to c-rup 
llunn~ v.~t )car'> (<.lcnot<:d wtth W). 

h>ur 1rn~ati1m' of 6" ~:.~ch 'upply ~4· u! 1mgatwn wat.:r at ?JJ cffictency = 16" of water ,upphcd to crop 
l)unn~ dry }Car" tdcnoll'd Y.lth ll) 

fnl IITJgJtnm' ot 6" CJ.:h ~uppl) (,o'" uf irngatum water at 2)_~ cfti<:!Cnly = 40" of v.atcr >Upplicd to nop 

Predtc!ton of EHects of BMPs on Agricultural NPS Pollution in the Arroyo Colorado Watershed 

EPIC 
Tillage 

# 

f!_ 
l4 

33 

l1 
10 

Ill 

!.! 
II 

~ 
72 

1l 
Il 
19 

19 

19 
II 

.!.!_ 
80 

152.4 
152.4 

152 4 

1_~2.4 

1524 
152 4 

152.4 
152.4 

I 52.4 

152.4 

Irrigation 
Volum.: 

EPIC I I Pes~ch1e Pe>ticide Tract.: Name 
(Common Name) 

194 

194 

32 

'"' 10'1 

Aatrcx IAtrazinc) 

Prowl \P.:ndimethalinl 

Aatrt:x IAtrazim:) 

Prowl !Pcnduncthahn) 

Banwl IDtcambr::t Soluble Salt) 

Roundup (Giypho>at.: Amine) 

Evik IAmetrynl 

H.:rbi~ide Application' L~ annlicatiom/y.:art 
Fall pre-emergence application~ (9/16) of 

Aatrcx (Atrazmcl & Prowl (Pcndtmcthahnl 
Winter po>t-t:mt:rgence apphcatmns (21 I OJ 

of the same two herbtL'tdc~ 
Spring >pot .;;pray-; (5/lfH fur mi""~ 

93 

2 24 
2.]1 

2.24 
2.31 

0.56 
2 24 
I 71,12 

2 ()() 
2.06 

2_()() 

'"' 
() -~0 

200 
160 

/bill< 

1196 "I 
44 ~~~ " 



Furrow Irrigated Sugarcane (Plant Cane) - BMP #1, Nutrient Management 
Do: Dry year 

N::oNormal year 
W::oWlC!year 

11.N.W 
D.N.W 

ll.N.W 
ll.N.W 
D.N.W 
ll.N.W 
P.N.W 

ll.N.W 
'ii.N.W 

~ 
ll.N.W 

-"-I>.N.W 
ll.N.W 
ll.N.W 

D.N.W 
ll.N.W 
D.N.W 
I>.N.W 
·n.N.W 

I>.N.W 
ll.N.W 
D.N.W 
[) 

D.N 
il.N 
ll.N.W 
D.N.W 

D.N.W 
D.N.W 
1i""N 
IJ.N.W 

D.N.W 
O.N.W 

Mmrllr 

' 
' 
' 

10 

II 
II 

.!l___ 

" " 20 

" 
~ 
~ 
!!!. 
'" 
" IT 
!Q. 
!Q. 
10 

" 
" I 
14 

" .!.. 

" 

.Sugarcane (Plant Cane)-
EPIC" Crop It in U.SDACROP.DAT = 17 

Land planmg (laser levehnc:l 
dmwinl! of nlant furrow~ 
tenihn·r apphcation 11-.H-0 1200 lh,/.rcn:l h·nor,,.-,.~l 

rlanhneJ'-~"t.·d wvcring t4-0 ton.Jacrcl 
lwrhki•k applrcation lpn·-cmcrgcnl"C) 

hcrhi~illc applrc.atulll I prc-cmc·rc:L"TKC l 
buill! h<mlcr~ 

furruw rml!.atrun 
furrow rrrigution (dry y~.ar>. onh·l 
knock down horrJcr; 

cullivar~ and reshape cane row.' 
cultrv~ue and rc~hapc cane row' 
~ultivate tntcrrows 
herbicide application ([10~\-emcrgencc) 
hcrhrcidc application I (l<l>l-cmcrgcncc) 

rchurld honlen 
furrow lr::!!Eiion 
spot spray or aerial application of herbicides 
wot spray or aerial apnlic:llion of herbicides 

l~rot ~Pray or aenal apfilication of herhiciUes 
furrnw irrigau~!!...i._ir:y_year> only) 
furr<lW i~tion 
furrow imgntion 
knock down and rchurld 'n·cdv hordcr' 
furrow irrigatinn 
fum1w irrigatron 
furrow irrigatrnn 

furrow irrigation 
knock down bonier; I pre-harvest preparation) 
harmw rumrows Cpre-hal"\·e~r prcparatinn) 
hum & hal"\·e~t 

Ch.>l.ll~~_!n.im&atrmi:;.11_u_tlQ.!;!!.n.t;ill_!;1!J!Qi.ti9J1' 
Under norm;~! rainfo:.ll condition~ \tlcnotco.J With Nl. 

EiFhl irrigation~ offl" ea.:h ~upply 4:!" of rmgalrnn wain al 21'1 dli.:icn.:y = 21!"" of water >uppltcd to crop 
During wet yeaJ> I denoted with WI, 

Four irrigo:.tions ofO" each supply 24 nf irngatrnn water ar :!ll cflictcncy = 16" of w;dcr ~upplicd to crop 
!Juring dry year<- (dcnmcd with Dl. 

len irrigation> nf (,·· cac·h ~upply 60"" pf rmgarinn watn at 2/l cffici<'nc·y = ·I!J"" of water supplrcd In crup 

EPIC 
Tillage 

• 
22. 
J4 

.n 

IS 
10 

!! 
!l 
"" 72 
72 

77 

!2 
!2 
!.'! 
!! 
II 

'" E 
II 
II 
II 
72 
72 

E 

'" 72 

_g 
72 
72 
77 

~ 
53 

Irrigation 
Volurne 

152.4 
1 )2.4 

l 'i2.4 

152 4 
152.4 
152 4 

152.4 
152 4 
152 4 
!52 4 

EPIC 
Pesticide 

• 
Pc~ticide Trotle Name 

(Common Name) 

Aatrcx (Aira;.ioc) 

194 ll'mwl ll'cndrmc·th:tlinl 

Aatrcx (Atrazioc) 
lll-1 I Prowl (Pendinu:tholinl 

32 Banvcl (Dicarnbra Soluble Salt) 

204 Roundup (Glyphosate Amine) 
IO'J IEvrk (Amctryn) 

Herbicide Applications 1 l aoolicatiO!l~~ 
Fall pre-erncrgence applicatiuns (9/16) of 

Aatrcx (Atrazine) & Prowl (Pcndimethalinl 
Winter post-emergence applications (2110) 

of the same two herbicides 
.Spring spot spray~ (5110) for misses 
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Pesti<:rde 
Application Rates 

(Active In redient) 

l.:xllw lblm 

2.24 
2 l I 

2.24 
2 .. 11 

(1_56 

2_24 
1.79 

2.00 
2 06 

200 
2 06 

I) 50 
200 
1.60 

N 
Applicarion Rates 

lodhu I 1/J/(1{ 

2464 22 

P Application 
Rates Ia.- Pl 
P;:O~- 2.27P 

li.J!Ihtr I /him 

1!2118 " 



Representative Management for Furrow Irrigated Sugarcane (Ratoon Cane)- Baseline BMP, current conditions 
Sugarcane (Ratoon Canc)-D=Dry year 

:-J"'Nurrn.tl ye;~r 
\1/::c\\'el I'C~T 

EPIC' Crop# in USDACROP.DAT = 77 

I>NW 

IJ.N.W 

Mmrth flm 011eratum 
13 lrntcrruw cane harrnw 

14 hub~oil 

ll.N.W I l'i fcrtilite (II< Uld N-32. lnl"OHJorarcJ) 

ll.N.W I 15 cui!IY3tl\ln rc_,h;~pc 

]) :-.i.W 1 20 hcrh~eidc 3pplic311on (sprayer) 

D.N.W I 20 herbrcrde ;~ lication (s ra~cr) 

D.N.W 21 hordcrburiJin 

ll.N.W I 2--1 furmw irri '<~lion 

D _l 15 furrow irngatron 

D.N.W --1 12 knock Jnwn borders 

~ 
l>.N.W 

D.N\Ii 

llN.W 

I>.N 
ll.N 

I>N.\\ 

IJ.N,W 

ll.N.W 

ll.N.W 

~ 
I' 

I 5 I furrow rrn)!<!llon 

::o 
20 

::o 

" 
" " 

furrow irri~tion 

furruw irrigation 

furrow irnga1ion 

furrow img3tion 

rd>urld border~ 

furrow irriealiun 

furrnw IITI~IIUII 

15 I furrow rmgauun 

lnud duwn bunkrs lprc-harvc'l prcpararmn) 
harrow turn row~ I prc-harvt:~t prcpanltron) 

hum& han·cq 

Chan~"-Jn rmg;~[.!om due IQ_m.int'il!! <:ofl_Jinon~ 
llmkr normal r:unf;~ll cunJrtum' (dt"nolt"d with N) 

ETghrrmg..ruon' of 6"' <"~ch 'upply 42"' <Jf Trng:1tr<>n '-'~lcr >~I 2.n dTicrcnq = 2!r ot w.ncr ,upp!ied 10 uop 
( >unng '-'l"t }C.tr' (dcnoteJ '-'llh W J 

htuJ iHig~IHlll' of (>""e~dl >uppl~ 24' ,,r rrrrgJuon war.:r al "21.1 dficJ<"IlC) ::: 16 of ""aln 'upplreJ 10 crop 
! luring Jr") ycar' (Jcnmcd wnh 1>1 

I en rmg.num' ot (, .. c..rch 'uppl) 60" of irng.11ron w.tlcr ot ?JJ cffi~rcnl·y = 40 of w:ucr 'upphc·d to crup 

I luLe herhr~uk .tppill'.ttlun' ( !/20. -l/1.1. and 'i/20J 

Predrctron of EHects of BMPs on Agrrcullural NPS Pollution in the Arroyo Colorado Watershed 

EPIC 
Till;~gc # 

ll 
J4 

!l 
19 

!! 
.!! 
~ 

" 
" 77 

!'! 
!! 
.!! 
!Q 

" Il 
II 

!! 
II 

" " Jl 
~ 
7' 

Jl 

" n 
25 

53 

Irrigation 
Volume 

152 

152 

152 

152 

152 
15:! 
I 'i2 

l'i~ 

1.52 

152 

95 

EPIC 
Pt:sncidt: 

Pes1icide Trade Name 
(Common Name) 

Aatrc:\ (Atrazincl 

194 I Prow[ !PcndimethalirH 

3 Aatrc:\ (Atrazine) 

194 Prowl (Pendirnelhahnl 

32 
2()4 

109 

Pe~ticide Applic.tlum 
Rates 

(Actrvc In rcdrcnl) 

J.:g/ha lblm 

2 2--1 
2 .. 11 

1 1--1 
2ll 

()'ill 

2.24 

1.792 

1m 
2 06 

2 ()() 
206 

() _5() 

200 

1.60 

N 
Appllc~Hon 

Rah:> 

~lw I /1!/m 

2016 I KO 

P Applicall<HJ R;~tc·, 
(il51') 

p,(),- 2 271' 

_is!._iul I /Mu 



Furrow Irrigated Sugarcane (Ratoon Cane)- BMP #1, Nutrient Management 
D=Dry year 

N"'Nnnnal year 
W-=W~ar 

D,N.W 

D.N.W 

ll.N.W 

D.N.W 
D.N.W 
P.N.W 

~.NW 
l~:rfw ----. 
" ll,N.W 

ll.N.W 

D.N.W 

ll.N.W 

D.N.W 

D.N.W 
-1>--

D_N.W 

D.N.W 
D.N.W 

l>.N 
I>.N 

I>.N.W 

D.N.W 
D.N 
D.N 

.!!_:!.'__ 
J>.N.W 

D.N.W 

D.N.W 

Month 

" " I 

Sugar<·anc (l{atoon Cane)-
EI'IC C'rnp #in USDACR()P_I)AT '"'77 

f), I\ !_!pl'rtlllmt 

ll liniL'rrow gang _harrnw 

14 'uh,ml 

I 'i fcrtih1c (h<Jutd N-]2. in<'HrJll•ratcdl 

I 'i kulti .. ation- rc<;hapc 

20 lhcrbtctdc application (\prayen 

10 lhcrt>K't<.k applir:1tiun ('t•r:~w• J 

21 ll'>l>tderl'>utldm" 

!-1 lnrruw ini •ahon 

I~ I urrow irrtl~~LIHHI 

12 ~nod down t>onkr\ 

11 tulttvatc weeds 

11 hl•rtltddc application (~flr"-ver~ 

I l heltoicidc applkannn •~_rr~vcn 

I 4 rl't>uild hord<'r\ 

I~ furr{)w imgatilm 

I fum,w imgatinn 

:!0 I'.£!<-'' ~rr"-y or aenal arplkation of hcrbt,u.lc~ 

20 ~~ ~pray or aerial applkation of hctiliculc~ 

20 'IJI'! 'pra or iiCil.ol aj>ph~ation of hcrhLluk' 

12 furrllw irri ation 

l 'i furrllw irri ation 

furrnw irrieation 

14 rct>uild t>urdcr~ 

1.~ furrow irr:ietinn 

furrow i~atinn 

I~ lurrnw irri at inn 

_, knock down borde~ ( re-harvc~t preparation) 

_'I ham1w tumrow~ I pre-harvest pn:par:uiun) 

hum & harn·'t 

Ctmfl---i.~U!l_i_qi"O);tton~ -~_U!; _ _lQ_ r;~_inl_ill.!;.<mt!•!•.<.>JJ~ 
I lndcr normal rainfall cond1ttun' ldcnnteLI with N ). 

f.i}!ht irrigatton' nfh" ea1;h ~uprty 41" oltrrij!allon I'>Jtcr at !II c1r1cicncy ,-111 nf water 'urph<·tl to crop 

!luring wet years I denoted wtth "''· 
Four irrigation~ nf 6" each supply 24'' ,f rmgation "'"cr "' ~~ effkiem:y"" ll'i" of ~>.at<'T \upphed to nnp 

Durin~ dry years tdcniltcd wuh DL 
Ten irrij!atinn~ of(," each supply flO" nf •rriganon water at !11 dtidency = 40" n( water wpplicd to crop 

rhree hnht~·tdc applkatHHl' ( 1/!0. -Ill'· ,~nd ~1201 

EPIC 
Tillage 

• 
" 14 

" 19 

II 

II 

"' 72 

" 77 

" II 

II 

811 

" 72 

II 
II 
II 

" 
" " 80 

" 72 
72 
77 

" 'i) 

Irrigation 
Volurnc 

EPIC 
Pesticide 

Pe~ticidc Trade Name 
(Common Name) 

Aatrex (Atrazine) 

I 
194 I Prowl tPcndimcthalin) 

I ~2.4 
I ~1 4 

' Aatre~ IAtraztne) 

194 ProwltPcndimcthalml 

152.4 

152_4 

_'12 Banvcl (Dtcarnbra Soluble Sa]!) 

204 Roumlu (GI ho:.atc Aminc) 
](~ Evik (Arne "' 

•• Feniliz.er application ratc depends on mtoon cycle 
1 ~~ Yei!r Ratonn Cane 
100 lbs/ac N ( 11 :!.()9 kg/ha) 
2nd Year Ratoon Can~ 
140 lbs/a~; N ( 156 9] kg/ha) 
lrd- 5th Year Rat~ 
l'iO lb"'a~; N I 168.14 kg/hal 
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Pcsticide 
Applicatmn Rates 

(Activc In rcdicnl) 

It:f!w lblut 

2.24 2.00 

2 .. 11 2.06 

2.24 2(X} 

2 .11 206 

056 O.'iO 

2 24 2m 

1.791 1.60 

N 
Application 

Rates 

!J!!!•tr j lhlut 

P Application 
Rates (as PJ 
p,Q,- 2.27P 

kt:Aw I thlm 



Flood Irrigated Citrus (Level Border Irrigation)- Baseline BMP, Current Conditions 
D=Dry }'C;u" 

r"o-Nonn.ll yo:.1r 
\\'o_V•.'cl \CM 

MPIIIh 

ll.N.W I II 
ll_N_W 

I>.N.W 
]) 

~ 
ll.N.V. 

~w 
D.N 
D.N.W 
ll.N.W 
ll.N.W 
D.N.W 
I>.N.W 
D.N.\V 

ll.N.W 
D.N.W 

D.N.W 
DN.W 

~ 
J)_:-JW 

ll N.V. 
D.N.W 
ll.N.V. 
ll_N_W '" 

lmgatcd Citrus- EPIC Crop# in USDACROP.DAT =: lB 
Non·Temik Progr;~m. 100'~ trunk-to-trunk h.:rb1cidc program 

Om I O!'<'r<IIIUrt 

" Ill 

I 'i Fcnih1.:r a licauon I Ammonium Sulf~re. 214l-O.Fen #68) 
::!0 Flood lni atron 

I 'i A I sclccnvc hcrbtcidc t n:crncr o;:nl) 

" " ::!0 

" " ::!0 
::!0 
20 
20 
20 
25 

::!0 
I 'i Apnlv ;dectiv..: hcrh~<:ide wreen~ergcnl) 

15 selc,·tive ltcrbtctdc tpreemcrl!enO 

" " " " llarvc~t- Rinl! Pick 

f'll<lll)i.l'.l Ill i'P/1<'!!/f J!JlJllftiJ!!JIII,\ M_l'(!Ji<!{(Of!-) d!!f f_!!.llJ!!/)Jlf1_!_!!f1Ji!lW!I!_ 

EPIC 
Tillage 

• 

" " .!!!. 
" II 
II 

.!..!. 

" !! 
II 

" II 

!! 
!! 
.!..!. 
]]_ 

" !! 
II 

!! 
II 
II 
II 

'" 

Irrigation 
Volume 

127 

1:!7 

127 

127 

1:!7 

1::!7 

l ;nda n"rm.tl rami all tondnton•. five tmg:mon• ll>cnntcd wnh N) of 'i" each ;upply ::!5" of trngam:m water a1 95'1i cfflc1ency = 2-l." ol w:~tcr ;upphed to nop 
l>unnr w~:t y<:ar,_ four trngatiun' (l>cnotcd v.nh W) of 5" l'J<:h suppl~ ::!0" of liTlf::lllon wa1cr al 9'i'li efficiency= ]')"of water ;upphed to ~:rup 
llllnng dry Yl'.lr,, ~~~ trrigalton~ tlknuted wilh D)u]' 'i" cao.ch wpp1y ]0" of irrigation water at 95% efficiency= 29" of Y.ater supplied to crop 
ffr_r/'K<</r.;\J'J~IH <!U!!'!-~- ( 3 AppiKallomlyL·ar) 
Spong apphcattun (_\/] 'i J of 2 ;del't!Vc hcrbictdc' and a contact )1\l,t-em.:rgent herhtude 
[real ~gatn 111 ~.1rly ~umtn~r (h/10 J :~nd again in laic Mlllllnt:r (l\/1 -'i) 
'i<ah' uldM,Iu uldFuru:i,!J}_,· AJ>p/i< !Uillf!-' t3 applt<'allon~) 
<>pnng ~JlJlhLJiion (-!II~) nf nurici<le ( V~:nde~) and fungi.:i<k I Kn.:ick Ill I for control of ml'lano"~J 
Summa 11>120) apphcallon of mtllcto.lc ( Vydatcl. ~pr;~y ml ;~nd fungindc tKoudcJ 
I _.tl'-' Su1nma I~~~-~ 1 ~ppltc':tlt<ln 11f unttc't<k I Kclthane). >Cahctdc 1 Lurbtoan) and fung1c11k ( Henlatc) 
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EPIC 
Pcst1cid<: 

• 

192 

126 
204 

162 
272 

204 

267 
265 

272 

19:! 
126 
204 

1-l.'i 
131 

" 

Pcst1cid.: Trade Name 
(Comnlon Name) 

Pnnccp (Stma7ine) 
H var X (hrmnacil) 
Roundup (Giyphosatc i~o ro I amine ~alt) 

Vcndex IFcnhutatm oxide) 
Koc1de (Co r h droxidc) 

Roundu CGI hosak i~o rn I amine ~all) 
V dare ((h.amyl) 

Petroleum Spray Oil 
Kocidc (Copper hydrmudcJ 

Prince (Stmazmc) 

Hyvar X (broma.:il) 
Roundup (Glyphosalc t~opropyl ammc ~all) 

Lo~ban !Chlorpyrifoq 
Kellhane (Dicofol) 

Benlate (Benomyl) 

l'l'Sii<:ldc 

Apphc;uion Rain 
tAcnw lngrcdil'ntl 

k_dlw I lb!w 

].5] 
1 " 

3.14 2M 

~-~ IW 

1.1:! IIKJ 

4.31 ]_g<j 

02!1 1125 
0.:!1 () 19 

•• 400 

4 11 3!15 

3.)3 _, IS 

3 14 2 !Ill 

179 IW 
2 24 2.00 
2 24 2 00 
179 ](,() 

N 
ApphCU[II)rl 

Rates 
J.cii:l{i;j;1, 

I' Apph.·auon 
Rate~ (as I') 
1'~0, := 2.271' 

Adlul I lhl<i< 

•Fertilif_cr Applio.catHJn Rat"' o.lcpcnd on tree age 

Fert•hz.-r Armhc:~non R:~tesl Nimwcn Kale> 

One App1 Splil AppL li.:glhaJ N11rogcn 
Tn:e A •e '""'' 2/J 1/3 lhlac lg/ha 

I ' ll\0 7 124 4 02 ~ 3~ N~ 

2>< 266.7 177_g "' so -~6_0 

3 yr 4<Xl 0 2flfl_7 U1_1 " X4 lJ 

4 ,, 5_111 1~56 177 II 100 II:!() 

, ' 'i600 _l?J J 1116 7 105 117 0 

6 ' 
'il\(J 7 WII )'):'if) 110 1::!12 

fll.l ~ 40!1 <J 204 4 115 1211!1 
066 7 4.\4 4 ::!22 2 12~ 1400 

9, T 740 7 4'17 ll 24!! ') 140 l:'iflll 

]()+ H I XIKJ 0 :'i_ll] 26t> 7 ISO lli!IO 



Flood Irrigated Citrus (Level Border Irrigation)- Baseline BMP, Current Conditions 
ll=l>ry y~.lf 

N=Norm;~ yc;~r 

W=Wct vt·ar 

D.N.W 
ll.N.W 

D.N.W 

-"--
I>.N.W 
P.N.W 

Molllh 

II 

2 
2 

ll.N.W I ~ I '-~ 

Irrigated Cilm\ El'lf' ('mp #in LTSJ)ACROI'JM T = ID 
Ttmik l'ru~o:rant IOII'ltrunk-llHfllnk herbicide program 

Opemtum 

Hood lmgatinn 
Border I Jrtching. fonnillj! hordcr in preraration for noorl irrizotion 
Fcrtthl.cr applit'JU<on ( Anunonunn Sult.ne. ! 1-0-0. Frrr #h~) 

Flnud lrng:.ation 
Apply sclectrvc herbicide lprccmergcn!) 
Aoolv ,cfcdrve hcrt!ido:k (pr{·crncrgcnO 

Annlv ftlnt:Kt h~·rllrcak· 

EPIC' 
Tdlage 

# 

" g 
Ill 

?.l 
II 

II 
II 

lnigation 
Volume 

!!.!!!.!.. 
127 

127 

EPIC I Pc,ticrdc Trade Narnc 
Pesticide (Cornmon N<tmc) 

# 

192 Prmc~(Simazine) 
126 Hivar X (Bromacill 
204 I Roundup IGiyphn\alc r<opropvl arnml' ,a!O 

Pc~ricrdc 

Applicarion Rates 
(Active Ingredient) 

kjflra I !him 

vn ;u."i 
.l.l4 2 80 
174 IW 

N 
App!i~atron 

Rate~ 

k.I!/IUI I lh/11( 

1-' ApphcJtion 
RUled asP) 

P!o, = 2 27P 

i:jflw I /Mu 

~-~ 1- ~:'_II IICO'Ie!"'"'IC<I'!"'l:lt-'·"'""''"""----
~-W -- - -~-- I----~- 1\Jlp]\ '"''tlt'Uk. ,,,,,,~-~~ "1~ I I I ----~------ II I ::!IIJTcrnikrAid~<.:arhl ••· 

L_ ., __ ,.,. 

I 
4 y~ 

ll.N.w 
ll.N,W 

D.N.W 
ll.N.W 

I>.N.W 
ll.N.W 

~ 
D,N.W 

!>.N.W 

ll.N.W 
D.N.W 10 

1.~ \f'loi"l lmcatr"n 
I 'i IAr~ l'liUI:KI hat>rcide 

20 
20 

1.~ IAPilh' s..:;rhcide 
J ."i !Apply lunj!JCtdc 

" " IS 
I~ \Apply contact hcrhicide 

Harvest · Rinl! Pid: 

ChW!Xf,U'lPf-!!.!!.-l!ie ''l'i-'lli:<!IW'!-' _!!t_trnJMlli!!l!.illlf lo rau!la~I.J..f!!!.dJ.!JJ.!!lJ 

Il 
II 

!l. 
72 
II 
II 

!! 
II 
II 
II 
.'iO 

127 

127 
I :!7 

Under nnrm:~l r.~infallnmdition_.,_ fiw ini).!atron'> (f),•n.Jil"d with N) of~-- ea<.:h 'Uppl) 2~" nf irrigarron warcr nr 9.~% eflkiency "'2--1"" uf water .'>upplird In crnp 
Dunng wet yl·ar~. fourimgatiun' ((\:rmtc·d wuh W) of~-- each <;upply ~~r· of rmgarion w:~ter at Y."i~ efficiency"' IY" qf water o;upplicd to crop 
During •lry yean.. <.i~ irrig .• rion' (I\: noted w11h I J 1 oj :; " ~~rch >uppl y _10" nl rmgarrnn W.Jicr at 9~'1 dflcrcncy = 29" of W:Jter supplied to crop 
l-fer}>~udr_,1t'J'Irrmwn,,_ ( 1 Applu:arion,/year) 
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" Fcn1lizer Application Rate~ depend on tree age 
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